
From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED, SAN JOSE MAYOR SAM LICCARDO AND OAKLAND

MAYOR LIBBY SCHAAF OPPOSE STATE PROPOSAL DERAILING CLEAN ENERGY PROGRAMS AND RAISING
UTILITY RATES FOR CUSTOMERS STATEWIDE

Date: Tuesday, September 04, 2018 11:09:12 AM
Attachments: 9.4.18 CPUC Fee Proposal.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR) 
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2018 11:05 AM
To: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR)
Subject: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED, SAN JOSE MAYOR SAM LICCARDO AND
OAKLAND MAYOR LIBBY SCHAAF OPPOSE STATE PROPOSAL DERAILING CLEAN ENERGY PROGRAMS
AND RAISING UTILITY RATES FOR CUSTOMERS STATEWIDE
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Tuesday, September 4, 2018
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 

*** PRESS RELEASE ***
MAYOR LONDON BREED, SAN JOSE MAYOR

SAM LICCARDO AND OAKLAND MAYOR LIBBY SCHAAF
OPPOSE STATE PROPOSAL DERAILING CLEAN ENERGY

PROGRAMS AND RAISING UTILITY RATES FOR
CUSTOMERS STATEWIDE

California Public Utilities Commission Proposed Fee Structure Turns Back Clock on State’s
Climate Change Goals

 
San Francisco, CA—San Francisco Mayor London Breed, San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo and
Oakland Mayor Libby Schaaf today voiced their concerns about a proposal under
consideration by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) that could disrupt the
state’s clean power programs and increase energy fees on customers.
 
On September 13, the CPUC is scheduled to vote on one of two proposals for the state’s
Power Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), an exit fee that energy customers pay when
they switch to community-based clean power program providers—known as Community
Choice Aggregators (CCAs)—in lieu of investor owned utilities (IOUs).
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Tuesday, September 4, 2018 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 


 


*** PRESS RELEASE *** 


MAYOR LONDON BREED, SAN JOSE MAYOR  


SAM LICCARDO AND OAKLAND MAYOR LIBBY SCHAAF  


OPPOSE STATE PROPOSAL DERAILING CLEAN ENERGY 


PROGRAMS AND RAISING UTILITY RATES FOR 


CUSTOMERS STATEWIDE 


California Public Utilities Commission Proposed Fee Structure Turns Back Clock on State’s 


Climate Change Goals 


 


San Francisco, CA—San Francisco Mayor London Breed, San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo and 


Oakland Mayor Libby Schaaf today voiced their concerns about a proposal under consideration 


by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) that could disrupt the state’s clean power 


programs and increase energy fees on customers. 


 


On September 13, the CPUC is scheduled to vote on one of two proposals for the state’s Power 


Charge Indifference Adjustment (PCIA), an exit fee that energy customers pay when they switch 


to community-based clean power program providers—known as Community Choice 


Aggregators (CCAs)—in lieu of investor owned utilities (IOUs).  


 


One proposal, put forth by CPUC Commissioner Carla Peterman would immediately increase 


exit fees charged by PG&E and other IOUs by as much as 25 percent, according to preliminary 


analysis based on the data CalCCA (the state’s CCA association) has, creating volatility and 


uncertainty in these fees, and threatening the future of our community choice clean energy 


programs. The other proposal, by the judge overseeing the proceeding, properly balances the 


elements that make up the exit fees creating a level playing field for CCAs.   


 


“At a time when President Trump is dismantling environmental regulations that address global 


climate change, California and our cities must continue to lead,” said San Francisco Mayor 


London Breed. “CleanPowerSF is central to San Francisco’s efforts to reduce our greenhouse gas 
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emissions and make our electricity 100% carbon-free by 2030. This proposal makes it more 


expensive for San Franciscans to choose clean energy over dirty fossil fuels.” 


 


Run by local governments, CCAs are key to the state and region’s ambitious climate change 


goals, including a proposal passed by state lawmakers last week to move California to 100 


percent renewable energy by 2045. There are 19 CCA programs throughout the state, operated 


by and accountable to individual cities and counties, each using innovative private-public 


partnerships to offer cleaner, cheaper energy options.  


 


If adopted by the CPUC, Commissioner Peterman’s PCIA fee proposal would shift costs to CCA 


customers, hampering CCA programs’ effort to expand their programmatic offerings, such as 


battery storage and energy efficiency, and enroll more customers. Several CCA programs are in 


their early stages, and this exit fee proposal is expected to halt or slow those programs before 


their scheduled launch dates. 


 


“This proposal would raise energy prices for all Oaklanders, but it would cost our most 


vulnerable customers the most,” said Oakland Mayor Libby Schaaf. “Delivering clean energy at 


a low cost to all Oakland residents and businesses is an equity issue. I urge all Commissioners to 


make the right choice for fair and equitable energy regulations, and to allow us to meet our city’s 


ambitious climate goals while keeping our customers rooted in Oakland.” 


 


"At a time when climate change has wrought natural disasters throughout our state, this utility-


backed proposal threatens to deprive cities like San Jose of their most impactful tool for 


dramatically reducing GHG emissions: Community Choice Energy programs,” said San Jose 


Mayor Sam Liccardo. “This manipulation of the PUC rule-making process by PG&E and other 


utilities will handcuff our residents from making sustainable choices, undermine local control of 


green energy production, and harm our planet. “ 


 


In addition to rolling back clean energy efforts by local communities, the PCIA fee increase 


would lead to rate hikes and price volatility for customers across California. The rate increase 


would be particularly burdensome for low-income customers, raising significant concerns about 


equity issues in marginalized communities. This proposal would also continue to incentivize 


resource mismanagement by investor-owned utilities, further increasing all customers’ rates. 
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San Francisco has announced plans to rely on 100 percent renewable energy sources by 2030 and 


to be carbon neutral by 2050. To date, the City’s CCA program, CleanPowerSF, has enrolled 


more than 108,000 customers, and reduced San Francisco’s greenhouse gas footprint by an 


estimated 82,000 metric tons of carbon dioxide, equivalent to removing more than 17,000 


passenger cars from the road for a year, during only its first two years of operation. An additional 


257,000 customers are anticipated to enroll in CleanPowerSF in 2019. 


 


Last year, the San Jose City Council unanimously approved the creation of San Jose Clean 


Energy in response to overwhelming community support. East Bay Community Energy (EBCE) 


began serving its municipal and commercial customers throughout Alameda County and eleven 


of its cities earlier this year. EBCE was formed to accelerate voluntary local actions to reduce 


greenhouse gas emissions and provide local community benefits including through support of the 


programs outlined in its innovative and stakeholder-driven Local Development Business plan.  


EBCE will enroll its residential customers this November.   


 


Mayors Breed, Liccardo and Schaaf urge the CPUC to adopt the Administrative Law Judge’s 


proposed decision and not Commissioner Peterman’s alternate decision. The proposed decision 


would create a much more balanced and fair exit fee structure for customers and would maintain 


exit fees at reasonable levels while transitioning to a long-term solution intended to reduce costs 


for all customers, which will be designed during a second phase. 


 


The CPUC vote is expected to take place on September 13, as San Francisco is hosting 


environmental leaders from across the world for the Global Climate Action Summit.  


 


  


### 


 



https://www.cleanpowersf.org/

https://www.sanjosecleanenergy.org/

https://www.sanjosecleanenergy.org/

https://ebce.org/

http://globalclimateactionsummit.org/





 
One proposal, put forth by CPUC Commissioner Carla Peterman would immediately increase
exit fees charged by PG&E and other IOUs by as much as 25 percent, according to
preliminary analysis based on the data CalCCA (the state’s CCA association) has, creating
volatility and uncertainty in these fees, and threatening the future of our community choice
clean energy programs. The other proposal, by the judge overseeing the proceeding, properly
balances the elements that make up the exit fees creating a level playing field for CCAs. 
 
“At a time when President Trump is dismantling environmental regulations that address global
climate change, California and our cities must continue to lead,” said San Francisco Mayor
London Breed. “CleanPowerSF is central to San Francisco’s efforts to reduce our greenhouse
gas emissions and make our electricity 100% carbon-free by 2030. This proposal makes it
more expensive for San Franciscans to choose clean energy over dirty fossil fuels.”
 
Run by local governments, CCAs are key to the state and region’s ambitious climate change
goals, including a proposal passed by state lawmakers last week to move California to 100
percent renewable energy by 2045. There are 19 CCA programs throughout the state, operated
by and accountable to individual cities and counties, each using innovative private-public
partnerships to offer cleaner, cheaper energy options.
 
If adopted by the CPUC, Commissioner Peterman’s PCIA fee proposal would shift costs to
CCA customers, hampering CCA programs’ effort to expand their programmatic offerings,
such as battery storage and energy efficiency, and enroll more customers. Several CCA
programs are in their early stages, and this exit fee proposal is expected to halt or slow those
programs before their scheduled launch dates.
 
“This proposal would raise energy prices for all Oaklanders, but it would cost our most
vulnerable customers the most,” said Oakland Mayor Libby Schaaf. “Delivering clean energy
at a low cost to all Oakland residents and businesses is an equity issue. I urge all
Commissioners to make the right choice for fair and equitable energy regulations, and to allow
us to meet our city’s ambitious climate goals while keeping our customers rooted in Oakland.”
 
"At a time when climate change has wrought natural disasters throughout our state, this utility-
backed proposal threatens to deprive cities like San Jose of their most impactful tool for
dramatically reducing GHG emissions: Community Choice Energy programs,” said San Jose
Mayor Sam Liccardo. “This manipulation of the PUC rule-making process by PG&E and
other utilities will handcuff our residents from making sustainable choices, undermine local
control of green energy production, and harm our planet. “
 
In addition to rolling back clean energy efforts by local communities, the PCIA fee increase
would lead to rate hikes and price volatility for customers across California. The rate increase
would be particularly burdensome for low-income customers, raising significant concerns
about equity issues in marginalized communities. This proposal would also continue to
incentivize resource mismanagement by investor-owned utilities, further increasing all
customers’ rates.
 
San Francisco has announced plans to rely on 100 percent renewable energy sources by 2030
and to be carbon neutral by 2050. To date, the City’s CCA program, CleanPowerSF, has
enrolled more than 108,000 customers, and reduced San Francisco’s greenhouse gas footprint
by an estimated 82,000 metric tons of carbon dioxide, equivalent to removing more than

https://www.cleanpowersf.org/


17,000 passenger cars from the road for a year, during only its first two years of operation. An
additional 257,000 customers are anticipated to enroll in CleanPowerSF in 2019.
 
Last year, the San Jose City Council unanimously approved the creation of San Jose Clean
Energy in response to overwhelming community support. East Bay Community Energy
(EBCE) began serving its municipal and commercial customers throughout Alameda County
and eleven of its cities earlier this year. EBCE was formed to accelerate voluntary local
actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and provide local community benefits including
through support of the programs outlined in its innovative and stakeholder-driven Local
Development Business plan.  EBCE will enroll its residential customers this November. 
 
Mayors Breed, Liccardo and Schaaf urge the CPUC to adopt the Administrative Law Judge’s
proposed decision and not Commissioner Peterman’s alternate decision. The proposed
decision would create a much more balanced and fair exit fee structure for customers and
would maintain exit fees at reasonable levels while transitioning to a long-term solution
intended to reduce costs for all customers, which will be designed during a second phase.
 
The CPUC vote is expected to take place on September 13, as San Francisco is hosting
environmental leaders from across the world for the Global Climate Action Summit.
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From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED NOMINATES AMANDA EAKEN TO SAN FRANCISCO

MUNICIPAL TRANSPORTATION AGENCY BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Date: Friday, August 31, 2018 11:54:12 AM
Attachments: 8.31.18 SFMTA Board of Directors.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR) 
Sent: Friday, August 31, 2018 11:41 AM
To: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR)
Subject: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED NOMINATES AMANDA EAKEN TO SAN
FRANCISCO MUNICIPAL TRANSPORTATION AGENCY BOARD OF DIRECTORS
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Friday, August 31, 2018
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 
 

*** PRESS RELEASE ***
MAYOR LONDON BREED NOMINATES AMANDA EAKEN TO
SAN FRANCISCO MUNICIPAL TRANSPORTATION AGENCY

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Eaken brings decades of experience in transportation policy, involvement in landmark

transportation legislation
 
San Francisco, CA—Mayor London N. Breed today nominated Amanda Eaken to the Board
of Directors for the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA). Eaken is a
leading expert and advocate for sustainable urban planning in land use and transportation
policy.
 
Eaken currently serves as the Director of Transportation & Climate for the Natural Resources
Defense Council, where she focuses on reducing transportation-related pollution. She also
serves as the Director of Transportation for the Bloomberg American Cities Climate
Challenge, a $70 million, two-and-a-half year initiative to support 20 U.S. cities in their efforts
to set and meet aggressive climate goals.
 
“Amanda Eaken has an extensive track record of promoting progressive policies to improve
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TELEPHONE: (415) 554-6141 


 


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
Friday, August 31, 2018 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 


  


  


*** PRESS RELEASE *** 


MAYOR LONDON BREED NOMINATES AMANDA EAKEN TO 


SAN FRANCISCO MUNICIPAL TRANSPORTATION AGENCY 


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Eaken brings decades of experience in transportation policy, involvement in landmark 


transportation legislation 


  


San Francisco, CA—Mayor London N. Breed today nominated Amanda Eaken to the Board of 


Directors for the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA). Eaken is a leading 


expert and advocate for sustainable urban planning in land use and transportation policy. 


 


Eaken currently serves as the Director of Transportation & Climate for the Natural Resources 


Defense Council, where she focuses on reducing transportation-related pollution. She also serves 


as the Director of Transportation for the Bloomberg American Cities Climate Challenge, a $70 


million, two-and-a-half year initiative to support 20 U.S. cities in their efforts to set and meet 


aggressive climate goals. 


 


“Amanda Eaken has an extensive track record of promoting progressive policies to improve 


public transportation,” said Mayor Breed. “Her expertise on issues regarding transportation, land 


use, and the connection to sustainable communities will bring a valuable perspective to the 


SFMTA Board of Directors as they work to improve transportation for all San Franciscans.” 


 


Eaken was instrumental in the passage of SB 375 (D-Steinberg), a first-in-the-nation law to 


connect transportation and land use to climate change in order to encourage development that 


allows residents to rely less on cars for mobility. She also helped pass reforms to the California 


Environmental Quality Act to prioritize walking, bicycling, and public transportation. 


 


“I am honored to be nominated by Mayor Breed to serve on the SFMTA Board of Directors,” 


said Eaken. “As a regular Muni rider and bicyclist in the City, I am excited for the opportunity to 


improve the reliability of our transportation network and help San Francisco implement our 


transit first goals.”  


 


The seven-member SFMTA Board of Directors is responsible for the oversight of the San 


Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency and the advancement of San Francisco’s Transit 


First Policy. Eaken is being nominated to fill a vacancy created when former Director Joel 


Ramos was hired to lead the SFMTA’s Community Response Team. 
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“Amanda Eaken would be a wonderful addition to the SFMTA Board of Directors,” said 


California State Senator Scott Wiener. “Not only is she a nationally-renowned transportation 


expert, but she is also deeply committed to the Agency’s mission.”  


 


Eaken lives in the Panhandle neighborhood. She is an avid bicyclist and a regular rider of the 5-


Rapid bus. She has a Master’s Degree in City Planning from the University of California, 


Berkeley and a Bachelor’s Degree from Dartmouth College.    


 


### 


 


 







public transportation,” said Mayor Breed. “Her expertise on issues regarding transportation,
land use, and the connection to sustainable communities will bring a valuable perspective to
the SFMTA Board of Directors as they work to improve transportation for all San
Franciscans.”
 
Eaken was instrumental in the passage of SB 375 (D-Steinberg), a first-in-the-nation law to
connect transportation and land use to climate change in order to encourage development that
allows residents to rely less on cars for mobility. She also helped pass reforms to the
California Environmental Quality Act to prioritize walking, bicycling, and public
transportation.
 
“I am honored to be nominated by Mayor Breed to serve on the SFMTA Board of Directors,”
said Eaken. “As a regular Muni rider and bicyclist in the City, I am excited for the opportunity
to improve the reliability of our transportation network and help San Francisco implement our
transit first goals.”
 
The seven-member SFMTA Board of Directors is responsible for the oversight of the San
Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency and the advancement of San Francisco’s Transit
First Policy. Eaken is being nominated to fill a vacancy created when former Director Joel
Ramos was hired to lead the SFMTA’s Community Response Team.
 
“Amanda Eaken would be a wonderful addition to the SFMTA Board of Directors,” said
California State Senator Scott Wiener. “Not only is she a nationally-renowned transportation
expert, but she is also deeply committed to the Agency’s mission.”
 
Eaken lives in the Panhandle neighborhood. She is an avid bicyclist and a regular rider of the
5-Rapid bus. She has a Master’s Degree in City Planning from the University of California,
Berkeley and a Bachelor’s Degree from Dartmouth College.  
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From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna (CPC);

planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com); Black, Kate (CPC);
Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: Special Phone Hours
Date: Friday, August 31, 2018 11:16:59 AM
Attachments: ATT00001.png

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: Form700@fppc.ca.gov [mailto:Form700@fppc.ca.gov] 
Sent: Friday, August 31, 2018 10:42 AM
To: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
Subject: Special Phone Hours
 

FAIR POLITICAL PRACTICES COMMISSION
1102 Q Street • Suite 3000 • Sacramento, CA 95811

August 31, 2018
Jonas Ionin
 1650 Mission St Ste 4
San Francisco, CA 94103-2491

SPECIAL PHONE HOURS DURING ELECTION SEASON!
 

SEPTEMBER 4 – NOVEMBER 6
 

Starting September 4, 2018, the California Fair Political Practices Commission will change our phone
advice hours to accommodate the influx of phone calls received during election season. The phone
advice hours during September 4th through the November 6 will be as follows:

Mondays and Tuesdays           Wednesdays and Thursdays
9:00 am to 12:00 pm.                1:00 pm to 4:00 pm.

E-mail advice will still be available Monday through Friday during business hours. Please note that
after November 6th, the phone advice hours will return to our regular schedule.
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From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED ISSUES EXECUTIVE DIRECTIVE ACCELERATING

CREATION OF NEW HOUSING
Date: Thursday, August 30, 2018 11:23:01 AM
Attachments: 8.30.18 ADU Acceleration.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR) 
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2018 11:22 AM
To: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR)
Subject: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED ISSUES EXECUTIVE DIRECTIVE
ACCELERATING CREATION OF NEW HOUSING
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Thursday, August 30, 2018
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 

 

*** PRESS RELEASE ***
MAYOR LONDON BREED ISSUES EXECUTIVE DIRECTIVE

ACCELERATING CREATION OF NEW HOUSING
Executive order will streamline the approval of accessory dwelling units and clear the backlog

of existing applications to create more housing throughout San Francisco, including adding
new rent-controlled units

 
San Francisco, CA—Mayor London N. Breed today issued an Executive Directive to
accelerate the approval of Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), commonly known as in-law
units, and to clear the backlog of pending applications. ADUs are an important part of Mayor
Breed’s strategy to create more housing throughout the City, and the only way to add new
rent-controlled units to San Francisco’s housing supply. However, the lack of clear and
consistent standards has subjected applications to an unnecessarily long review period,
resulting in a backlog of 900 applications in some stage of review.
 
Mayor Breed’s Executive Directive calls for all outstanding ADU applications to be responded
to within the next six months, and requires that moving forward, all new applications must be
acted upon within four months. The Directive instructs City departments to set clear, objective
code standards for ADU applications, which will provide the guidance necessary for
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SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94102-4681 


TELEPHONE: (415) 554-6141 


 


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Thursday, August 30, 2018 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 
 


 


*** PRESS RELEASE *** 


MAYOR LONDON BREED ISSUES EXECUTIVE DIRECTIVE 


ACCELERATING CREATION OF NEW HOUSING 
Executive order will streamline the approval of accessory dwelling units and clear the backlog of 


existing applications to create more housing throughout San Francisco, including adding new 


rent-controlled units 


 


San Francisco, CA—Mayor London N. Breed today issued an Executive Directive to accelerate 


the approval of Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), commonly known as in-law units, and to 


clear the backlog of pending applications. ADUs are an important part of Mayor Breed’s strategy 


to create more housing throughout the City, and the only way to add new rent-controlled units to 


San Francisco’s housing supply. However, the lack of clear and consistent standards has 


subjected applications to an unnecessarily long review period, resulting in a backlog of 900 


applications in some stage of review. 


 


Mayor Breed’s Executive Directive calls for all outstanding ADU applications to be responded 


to within the next six months, and requires that moving forward, all new applications must be 


acted upon within four months. The Directive instructs City departments to set clear, objective 


code standards for ADU applications, which will provide the guidance necessary for applicants 


to navigate otherwise conflicting code sections, and as a result, allow these units to be approved 


more quickly. This will take the form of an information sheet, also being issued today, that will 


set these standards so all ADU applicants have clear and reliable guidelines. 


 


“San Francisco is in desperate need of more housing, and we need to be encouraging the 


construction of new homes, particularly when we are talking about new rent-controlled housing,” 


said Mayor Breed. “The current backlog of ADU applications is unacceptable and a clear sign 


that the process is not working. When people apply to build these new homes, it should be clear 


what their application should include and that the City will handle their application efficiently. 


We cannot let the process drag on for months and months, as that delays homes from being built 


and discourages future applicants.”  


 


Since 2014 when the first ordinance was passed to allow the construction of new ADUs in the 


Castro neighborhood, the program has gradually expanded to allow new ADU construction 


throughout San Francisco. ADUs are constructed within buildings, using underutilized storage or 


parking spaces, and are often cheaper and faster to build than traditional units. When an ADU is 


built within a rent-controlled building, that new ADU is also subject to rent control. More than 


90% of the 377 ADUs permitted to date will be rent-controlled.  
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“We cannot say that we want to create more housing opportunities and then put barriers that 


restrict people from creating housing,” said Supervisor Katy Tang. “These are practical solutions 


to help property owners create more ADUs without jeopardizing life safety issues, and I am glad 


to see our City departments working collaboratively on this issue.” 


 


City departments have already taken steps to clarify and expedite the review process, including 


dedicating a window at the Department of Building Inspection to provide specific guidance on 


ADUs to potential applicants, and a station staffed by an employee from the San Francisco 


Planning Department that allows applicants to schedule appointments online to review ADU-


specific code requirements.  


 


“We are committed to fast-tracking and streamlining the permit issuance and inspection process 


for all housing and ADU projects,” said Tom Hui, Director of the San Francisco Department of 


Building Inspection. “We are taking additional steps to ensure the review and approval process 


allows greater flexibility and predictability without sacrificing safety or livability.” 


 


Clearing up inconsistencies in various code requirement approvals, such as shared paths of 


travel, emergency escape and rescue openings, and alarm systems is a key part of reforming this 


review process. The information sheet created as part of today’s Directive clarifies those code 


requirements in a central document that City departments and prospective applicants can easily 


reference.  


 


“San Francisco's ADU program is a model for how to add density in existing buildings,” said 


Mark Hogan, an architect who has worked on numerous ADU applications.  “But the program 


has been mired in bureaucracy for the first few years of its existence. It has been slow to see 


these units start construction, even with a huge number of permits filed. This is a welcome 


change that will help get these sorely needed homes built quickly.”  


 


Further information about the City of San Francisco’s Accessory Dwelling Unit program is 


available online at sfdbi.org/adu.  
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applicants to navigate otherwise conflicting code sections, and as a result, allow these units to
be approved more quickly. This will take the form of an information sheet, also being issued
today, that will set these standards so all ADU applicants have clear and reliable guidelines.
 
“San Francisco is in desperate need of more housing, and we need to be encouraging the
construction of new homes, particularly when we are talking about new rent-controlled
housing,” said Mayor Breed. “The current backlog of ADU applications is unacceptable and a
clear sign that the process is not working. When people apply to build these new homes, it
should be clear what their application should include and that the City will handle their
application efficiently. We cannot let the process drag on for months and months, as that
delays homes from being built and discourages future applicants.”
 
Since 2014 when the first ordinance was passed to allow the construction of new ADUs in the
Castro neighborhood, the program has gradually expanded to allow new ADU construction
throughout San Francisco. ADUs are constructed within buildings, using underutilized storage
or parking spaces, and are often cheaper and faster to build than traditional units. When an
ADU is built within a rent-controlled building, that new ADU is also subject to rent control.
More than 90% of the 377 ADUs permitted to date will be rent-controlled.
 
“We cannot say that we want to create more housing opportunities and then put barriers that
restrict people from creating housing,” said Supervisor Katy Tang. “These are practical
solutions to help property owners create more ADUs without jeopardizing life safety issues,
and I am glad to see our City departments working collaboratively on this issue.”
 
City departments have already taken steps to clarify and expedite the review process,
including dedicating a window at the Department of Building Inspection to provide specific
guidance on ADUs to potential applicants, and a station staffed by an employee from the San
Francisco Planning Department that allows applicants to schedule appointments online to
review ADU-specific code requirements.
 
“We are committed to fast-tracking and streamlining the permit issuance and inspection
process for all housing and ADU projects,” said Tom Hui, Director of the San Francisco
Department of Building Inspection. “We are taking additional steps to ensure the review and
approval process allows greater flexibility and predictability without sacrificing safety or
livability.”
 
Clearing up inconsistencies in various code requirement approvals, such as shared paths of
travel, emergency escape and rescue openings, and alarm systems is a key part of reforming
this review process. The information sheet created as part of today’s Directive clarifies those
code requirements in a central document that City departments and prospective applicants can
easily reference.
 
“San Francisco's ADU program is a model for how to add density in existing buildings,” said
Mark Hogan, an architect who has worked on numerous ADU applications.  “But the program
has been mired in bureaucracy for the first few years of its existence. It has been slow to see
these units start construction, even with a huge number of permits filed. This is a welcome
change that will help get these sorely needed homes built quickly.” 
 
Further information about the City of San Francisco’s Accessory Dwelling Unit program is
available online at sfdbi.org/adu.
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From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com); Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen

Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns
Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: National Trust Support: $20M Old Mint Central SoMa Plan
Date: Thursday, August 30, 2018 8:55:42 AM
Attachments: image001.png

National Trust Old Mint Support Ltr 29 Aug 2018.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: Frye, Tim (CPC) 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2018 4:40 PM
To: CTYPLN - HPC Commission Secretary
Subject: FW: National Trust Support: $20M Old Mint Central SoMa Plan
 
Please email to the HPC. Thanks!
 

From: Anthony Veerkamp [mailto:AVeerkamp@savingplaces.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2018 4:26 PM
To: Tang, Katy (BOS)
Cc: Stefani, Catherine (BOS); Safai, Ahsha (BOS); Kim, Jane (BOS); Cohen, Malia (BOS); Peskin, Aaron
(BOS); Brown, Vallie (BOS); Fewer, Sandra (BOS); MandelmanStaff, [BOS]; Yee, Norman (BOS); Ronen,
Hillary; Lau, Jon (ECN); Rahaim, John (CPC); Frye, Tim (CPC)
Subject: National Trust Support: $20M Old Mint Central SoMa Plan
 
Dear Supervisor Tang and Honorable Members of the Land Use Committee:
 
Attached is a letter from the National Trust for Historic Preservation expressing our support for
$20M in funding for the Old Mint through the Central SoMa Plan.
 
Please contact me if I may be of any assistance.
 
Best,
 
Anthony Veerkamp
 
Anthony Veerkamp  |  DIRECTOR OF POLICY DEVELOPMENT

P 415.692.8084   

RESEARCH & POLICY LAB
NATIONAL TRUST FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION
San Francisco Field Office
25 Taylor Street, San Francisco, CA 94102
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August 29, 2018 
 
Supervisor Katy Tang, Chairperson 
Land Use Committee of the Board of Supervisors 
City and County of San Francisco 
San Francisco City Hall 
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place 
San Francisco, CA  94102 
  
Dear Chairperson Tang and Honorable Members of the Committee: 
 
On behalf of the National Trust for Historic Preservation, I write to urge the City to dedicate $20 
million through the Central SoMa Area Plan to the rehabilitation of the Old Mint, as previously 
committed.   
 
The National Trust, a privately funded nonprofit organization that works to save America’s 
historic places, has a longstanding commitment to a restored and revitalized Old Mint. We 
placed the Old Mint on our annual list of America’s 11 Most Endangered Historic Places in 1993 
and again in 2015, making it the only San Francisco building to ever appear on the list. In 
addition, National Trust staff served on both the Mayor Jordan and Mayor Brown’s Old Mint 
Task Forces, circa 1994 and 2002 respectively. 
 
One of the last major monuments of the Greek Revival and the oldest monumental stone 
building in San Francisco, the Old Mint was once the principal mint in the country, producing 
more gold than any other mint. Today, the Old Mint is a symbol of resilience and permanence 
in a city marked by rapid transformations. Unfortunately, rather than serving as the civic and 
cultural linchpin connecting Downtown, Civic Center, Tenderloin, and South of Market, the Old 
Mint stands underutilized and seemingly forgotten. 
 
The partnership formed by the California Historical Society (CHS) and the City of San Francisco 
in 2016 to develop a long-term vision for the Old Mint has made great strides in reactivating 
and planning for the transformation of the Old Mint into CHS headquarters and a "community 
cultural commons" for the benefit of neighborhood residents, workers, and visitors.  
 
As owner, the City needs to fully commit to the effort to remake this National Historic 
Landmark into a vibrant cultural center that preserves and interpret the social history of the 
neighborhood and hosts programming that will help sustain its existing cultural communities. 
The rebirth of the Old Mint has remained frustratingly out of reach for decades, but we now are 







 


in a position to assure that a reactivated Old Mint is part of the legacy of the Central SoMa Area 
Plan. 
 
Unfortunately, amendments to the Central SoMa Area Plan that would reduce funding to the 
Old Mint from $20 million to $15 million jeopardize plans to repair and restore this unparalleled 
historic asset. The National Trust respectfully requests that you reject the amendment that 
would lower the Old Mint’s allocation and urge you to maintain the City’s previous $20 million 
commitment.  
 
Thank you for your efforts to assure the rebirth of a civic treasure that played a pivotal role in 
San Francisco’s rise as a great global city. 
 
Sincerely, 


 
Anthony Veerkamp 
Director of Policy Development 
 
cc:  
Members of the Board of Supervisors 
John Rahaim, Planning Department 
Timothy Frye, Planning Department 
Jon Lau, Mayor’s Office of Employment and Workforce Development  
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From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED NOMINATES DAMALI TAYLOR AND DION-JAY BROOKTER

TO POLICE COMMISSION
Date: Thursday, August 30, 2018 8:55:11 AM
Attachments: 8.29.18 Police Commission.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR) 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2018 5:10 PM
To: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR)
Subject: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED NOMINATES DAMALI TAYLOR AND DION-
JAY BROOKTER TO POLICE COMMISSION
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Wednesday, August 29, 2018
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 

 

*** PRESS RELEASE ***
MAYOR LONDON BREED NOMINATES DAMALI TAYLOR

AND DION-JAY BROOKTER TO POLICE COMMISSION
Nominees bring extensive experience in law enforcement and community development

 
San Francisco, CA—Mayor London N. Breed today nominated Damali Taylor and Dion-Jay
Brookter to serve on the San Francisco Police Commission. Taylor and Brookter bring diverse
experiences in criminal justice and community development to the commission tasked with
overseeing the Police Department.
 
“I am proud to nominate Damali Taylor and Dion-Jay Brookter to the Police Commission,”
said Mayor Breed. “Their combined experience in criminal justice and community
development will bring important perspectives to the Commission as it works to strengthen
our Police Department and further cultivate ties to our diverse communities.”
 
Taylor is an accomplished former federal prosecutor who served from 2011 to 2017 in the
U.S. Attorney’s Office in the Northern District of California as an Assistant U.S. Attorney and
Deputy Chief of the Organized Crime Strike Force Section. In her role, she focused on
racketeering cases against large-scale organized crime enterprises and supervised all organized
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Wednesday, August 29, 2018 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 
 


 


*** PRESS RELEASE *** 


MAYOR LONDON BREED NOMINATES DAMALI TAYLOR AND 


DION-JAY BROOKTER TO POLICE COMMISSION 
Nominees bring extensive experience in law enforcement and community development 


 


San Francisco, CA—Mayor London N. Breed today nominated Damali Taylor and Dion-Jay 


Brookter to serve on the San Francisco Police Commission. Taylor and Brookter bring diverse 


experiences in criminal justice and community development to the commission tasked with 


overseeing the Police Department. 


 


“I am proud to nominate Damali Taylor and Dion-Jay Brookter to the Police Commission,” said 


Mayor Breed. “Their combined experience in criminal justice and community development will 


bring important perspectives to the Commission as it works to strengthen our Police Department 


and further cultivate ties to our diverse communities.” 


 


Taylor is an accomplished former federal prosecutor who served from 2011 to 2017 in the U.S. 


Attorney’s Office in the Northern District of California as an Assistant U.S. Attorney and Deputy 


Chief of the Organized Crime Strike Force Section. In her role, she focused on racketeering cases 


against large-scale organized crime enterprises and supervised all organized and violent crime cases 


investigated and charged in the Northern District of California. She received the FBI Director’s 


Award for her work in 2015. 


 


Prior to that role, Taylor was an Assistant District Attorney in San Francisco from 2009 to 2011. 


During this time, she served in the Domestic Violence Unit, where she was responsible for handling 


and trying criminal cases including domestic violence, child endangerment, and weapons charges. 


She is currently a partner with the law firm of O’Melveny & Myers, where she focuses on white 


collar matters. 


 


“I am humbled and honored that the Mayor has advanced my name for this important role,” said 


Taylor. “I’ve spent much of my career fighting for the vulnerable and victimized and I hope to help 


rebuild and strengthen the important relationship between the community and the police.” 


 


“Damali is a dedicated public servant and a strong advocate for justice. While serving together as 


San Francisco prosecutors, we learned that we can't just arrest and prosecute our way to true 


safety. We must work together, with communities most impacted by crime and violence, to build 


a safer and more just San Francisco,” said former Police Commission President Suzy Loftus. 


“Her commitment to doing what’s right and her dedication to the most vulnerable among us 


make her a tremendous choice to serve on the San Francisco Police Commission.” 
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Brookter currently serves as Deputy Director for Young Community Developers, a grassroots 


community-based organization that provides training and wrap-around services for residents in 


Bayview-Hunters Point. He oversees a number of initiatives connecting residents with employment 


opportunities, job training, and education resources as well as managing a 61 member staff. He 


returned to this role in 2018 after also serving in the same capacity from 2010 to 2016. 


 


Brookter served as Executive Director of the Southeast Community Facility Commission from 2016 


to 2018, where he was responsible for the revitalization of the Southeast Community Facility and 


Greenhouse, a city-owned facility constructed to mitigate the adverse environmental and social 


impacts of the Southeast Treatment Plant expansion projects in the 1970’s and 1980’s. In this role, 


he worked closely with the City and community organizations to connect residents with available 


resources, develop programming for underserved communities, and implement a long-term strategic 


plan to ensure the continued fiscal health of the Facility. 


 


“It is an honor to be nominated by Mayor Breed to the Police Commission,” said Brookter. “I have 


dedicated my career to helping build community in underserved neighborhoods and I look forward 


to the opportunity to continue strengthening ties between the Police Department and the 


communities they serve.” 


 


The seven-member Police Commission is charged with setting policy for the Police Department and 


conducting disciplinary hearings when police conduct charges are filed.  


 


Taylor has lived in San Francisco for over 11 years and is involved in a number of community 


activities in the City. She holds a J.D. from Yale Law School and a B.A. from Boston University. 


 


Brookter resides in the Bayview-Hunters Point neighborhood. He holds an M.B.A. from the 


Unitersity of Phoenix and graduated from Utah State University, where he played football. 
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and violent crime cases investigated and charged in the Northern District of California. She
received the FBI Director’s Award for her work in 2015.
 
Prior to that role, Taylor was an Assistant District Attorney in San Francisco from 2009 to
2011. During this time, she served in the Domestic Violence Unit, where she was responsible
for handling and trying criminal cases including domestic violence, child endangerment, and
weapons charges. She is currently a partner with the law firm of O’Melveny & Myers, where
she focuses on white collar matters.
 
“I am humbled and honored that the Mayor has advanced my name for this important role,”
said Taylor. “I’ve spent much of my career fighting for the vulnerable and victimized and I
hope to help rebuild and strengthen the important relationship between the community and the
police.”
 
Brookter currently serves as Deputy Director for Young Community Developers, a grassroots
community-based organization that provides training and wrap-around services for residents in
Bayview-Hunters Point. He oversees a number of initiatives connecting residents with
employment opportunities, job training, and education resources as well as managing a 61
member staff. He returned to this role in 2018 after also serving in the same capacity from
2010 to 2016.
 
Brookter served as Executive Director of the Southeast Community Facility Commission from
2016 to 2018, where he was responsible for the revitalization of the Southeast Community
Facility and Greenhouse, a city-owned facility constructed to mitigate the adverse
environmental and social impacts of the Southeast Treatment Plant expansion projects in the
1970’s and 1980’s. In this role, he worked closely with the City and community organizations
to connect residents with available resources, develop programming for underserved
communities, and implement a long-term strategic plan to ensure the continued fiscal health of
the Facility.
 
“It is an honor to be nominated by Mayor Breed to the Police Commission,” said Brookter. “I
have dedicated my career to helping build community in underserved neighborhoods and I
look forward to the opportunity to continue strengthening ties between the Police Department
and the communities they serve.”
 
The seven-member Police Commission is charged with setting policy for the Police
Department and conducting disciplinary hearings when police conduct charges are filed.
 
Taylor has lived in San Francisco for over 11 years and is involved in a number of community
activities in the City. She holds a J.D. from Yale Law School and a B.A. from Boston
University.
 
Brookter resides in the Bayview-Hunters Point neighborhood. He holds an M.B.A. from the
University of Phoenix and graduated from Utah State University, where he played football.
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From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED CHALLENGES CITIES, STATES AND REGIONS AROUND

THE WORLD TO JOIN SAN FRANCISCO IN SETTING AGGRESSIVE SUSTAINABILITY GOALS
Date: Tuesday, August 28, 2018 12:35:16 PM
Attachments: 8.28.18 Zero Waste Challenge.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR) 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2018 9:43 AM
To: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR)
Subject: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED CHALLENGES CITIES, STATES AND
REGIONS AROUND THE WORLD TO JOIN SAN FRANCISCO IN SETTING AGGRESSIVE SUSTAINABILITY
GOALS
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Tuesday, August 28, 2018
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 

 

*** PRESS RELEASE ***
MAYOR LONDON BREED CHALLENGES CITIES, STATES

AND REGIONS AROUND THE WORLD TO JOIN SAN
FRANCISCO IN SETTING AGGRESSIVE SUSTAINABILITY

GOALS
San Francisco’s new zero waste pledge includes bold initiatives to reduce what is discarded in

recycling, composting, and trash 
 
San Francisco, CA—Mayor London N. Breed today committed San Francisco to a new zero
waste pledge and challenged other cities and mayors around the world to do the same. The
pledge is being announced as part of the “Sustainable Communities” policy platform of the
Global Climate Action Summit (GCAS), being held in San Francisco on September 12-14,
2018.
 
The bold new initiative was jointly developed by San Francisco, C40, and other C40 cities in
the Waste to Resources network. It challenges cities, states and regions to reduce solid waste
generation and decrease what they dispose to landfill or incineration. To date, the mayors of
Paris, Milan, New York, London and more than 23 other cities have joined San Francisco in
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Tuesday, August 28, 2018 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 
 


 


*** PRESS RELEASE *** 


MAYOR LONDON BREED CHALLENGES CITIES, STATES AND 


REGIONS AROUND THE WORLD TO JOIN SAN FRANCISCO IN 


SETTING AGGRESSIVE SUSTAINABILITY GOALS 
San Francisco’s new zero waste pledge includes bold initiatives to reduce what is discarded in 


recycling, composting, and trash   


 


San Francisco, CA—Mayor London N. Breed today committed San Francisco to a new zero 


waste pledge and challenged other cities and mayors around the world to do the same. The 


pledge is being announced as part of the “Sustainable Communities” policy platform of the 


Global Climate Action Summit (GCAS), being held in San Francisco on September 12-14, 2018.  


 


The bold new initiative was jointly developed by San Francisco, C40, and other C40 cities in the 


Waste to Resources network. It challenges cities, states and regions to reduce solid waste 


generation and decrease what they dispose to landfill or incineration. To date, the mayors of 


Paris, Milan, New York, London and more than 23 other cities have joined San Francisco in this 


commitment.   


 


“San Francisco has been a global leader in sustainability by making recycling and composting 


standard throughout our city, enacting efforts to keep unwanted pharmaceuticals out of the Bay 


and landfills, and enacting the toughest Styrofoam ban in the country. Today, we are going even 


further by setting aggressive goals to reduce the waste we generate and cut our landfill disposal 


in half once again by 2030,” said Mayor London Breed. “We all need to act together, which is 


why I am calling on cities around the world to join us in taking this ambitious challenge to save 


our planet for generations to come.”  


 


When accepting San Francisco’s challenge, cities pledge to:  


  


 Reduce municipal solid waste generation by 15% by 2030 (reducing what goes to 


recycling, composting, and trash). 


 Reduce disposal to landfill and incineration 50% by 2030 (in San Francisco this 


means reducing what goes in the black trash bins). 


 


The full C40 Advancing Towards Zero Waste Declaration can be read here. 


 


Global waste generation is increasing faster than any other environmental contributor. The 


International Solid Waste Association estimates that increased recycling and composting efforts 



https://c40-production-images.s3.amazonaws.com/other_uploads/images/1851_Zero_Waste_declaration_FINAL_5July.original.pdf?1530818554
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could cut 10-15% of greenhouse gas emissions globally. If reductions in waste generation are 


made, the sector could decrease global emissions by 20%.  


 


San Francisco recovers more material than perhaps any other city in the United States due in part 


to compulsory recycling and composting. With this new pledge, San Francisco will continue to 


maximize recovery efforts while targeting generation and disposal reduction in key areas, such as 


construction and demolition debris and food waste at large institutions.  


 


“San Francisco has always been and will continue to be an environmental world leader,” said 


Debbie Raphael, Director of San Francisco’s Department of the Environment. “We have 


demonstrated what’s possible when you bring residents, businesses, policymakers, and 


government together behind a collective goal. This new commitment builds on San Francisco’s 


original goals, sets new bold targets, and invites cities on a global scale to join us in proactive 


efforts to educate and motivate residents and businesses to achieve zero waste together.” 


 


In 2003, San Francisco set a goal of achieving zero waste and has since cut its landfill disposal in 


half. These efforts have made San Francisco a national leader and have resulted in a material 


recovery rate almost two and a half times the national average. This new global commitment will 


help the City set new waste reduction targets to effectively track the City’s progress into 2030. 


 


In announcing the zero waste declaration, Mayor Breed makes San Francisco’s commitment 


effective immediately. Progress will continue to be measured over the course of the next 10 years 


or more. For more information, please visit www.sfenvironment.org.  


 


ABOUT THE SAN FRANCISCO DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT  
The San Francisco Department of the Environment provides solutions that advance climate 


protection and enhance the quality of life for all San Franciscans. The Department’s award 


winning, internationally recognized zero waste program provides education and outreach to 


residents and businesses about San Francisco’s zero waste policies and programs. 


 


ABOUT C40 CITIES CLIMATE LEADERSHIP GROUP 


The C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group connects more than 90 of the world’s greatest cities, 


representing over 650 million people and one quarter of the global economy. 


 


Created and led by cities, C40 is focused on tackling climate change and driving urban action 


that reduces greenhouse gas emissions and climate risks, while increasing the health, wellbeing 


and economic opportunities of urban citizens. For more information, visit www.c40.org.  


 


ABOUT THE GLOBAL CLIMATE ACTION SUMMIT 
The Global Climate Action Summit will bring leaders and people together from around the world 


to “Take Ambition to the Next Level.” It will be a moment to celebrate the extraordinary 


achievements of states, regions, cities, investors, companies and citizens with respect to climate 


action. 


 



http://www.sfenvironment.orhg/

https://www.c40.org/
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It will also be a launchpad for deeper worldwide commitments and accelerated action from 


countries–supported by all sectors of society–that can put the globe on track to prevent 


dangerous climate change and realize the historic Paris agreement. For more information, visit 


www.globalclimateactionsummit.org. 


### 



http://www.globalclimateactionsummit.org/





this commitment. 
 
“San Francisco has been a global leader in sustainability by making recycling and composting
standard throughout our city, enacting efforts to keep unwanted pharmaceuticals out of the
Bay and landfills, and enacting the toughest Styrofoam ban in the country. Today, we are
going even further by setting aggressive goals to reduce the waste we generate and cut our
landfill disposal in half once again by 2030,” said Mayor London Breed. “We all need to act
together, which is why I am calling on cities around the world to join us in taking this
ambitious challenge to save our planet for generations to come.”

When accepting San Francisco’s challenge, cities pledge to:
 

Reduce municipal solid waste generation by 15% by 2030 (reducing what goes to
recycling, composting, and trash).
Reduce disposal to landfill and incineration 50% by 2030 (in San Francisco this
means reducing what goes in the black trash bins).
 

The full C40 Advancing Towards Zero Waste Declaration can be read here.

Global waste generation is increasing faster than any other environmental contributor. The
International Solid Waste Association estimates that increased recycling and composting
efforts could cut 10-15% of greenhouse gas emissions globally. If reductions in waste
generation are made, the sector could decrease global emissions by 20%.
 
San Francisco recovers more material than perhaps any other city in the United States due in
part to compulsory recycling and composting. With this new pledge, San Francisco will
continue to maximize recovery efforts while targeting generation and disposal reduction in key
areas, such as construction and demolition debris and food waste at large institutions.
 
“San Francisco has always been and will continue to be an environmental world leader,” said
Debbie Raphael, Director of San Francisco’s Department of the Environment. “We have
demonstrated what’s possible when you bring residents, businesses, policymakers, and
government together behind a collective goal. This new commitment builds on San
Francisco’s original goals, sets new bold targets, and invites cities on a global scale to join us
in proactive efforts to educate and motivate residents and businesses to achieve zero waste
together.”
 
In 2003, San Francisco set a goal of achieving zero waste and has since cut its landfill disposal
in half. These efforts have made San Francisco a national leader and have resulted in a
material recovery rate almost two and a half times the national average. This new global
commitment will help the City set new waste reduction targets to effectively track the City’s
progress into 2030.
 
In announcing the zero waste declaration, Mayor Breed makes San Francisco’s commitment
effective immediately. Progress will continue to be measured over the course of the next 10
years or more. For more information, please visit www.sfenvironment.org.
 
ABOUT THE SAN FRANCISCO DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT
The San Francisco Department of the Environment provides solutions that advance climate
protection and enhance the quality of life for all San Franciscans. The Department’s award

https://c40-production-images.s3.amazonaws.com/other_uploads/images/1851_Zero_Waste_declaration_FINAL_5July.original.pdf?1530818554
http://www.sfenvironment.orhg/


winning, internationally recognized zero waste program provides education and outreach to
residents and businesses about San Francisco’s zero waste policies and programs.
 
ABOUT C40 CITIES CLIMATE LEADERSHIP GROUP
The C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group connects more than 90 of the world’s greatest
cities, representing over 650 million people and one quarter of the global economy.
 
Created and led by cities, C40 is focused on tackling climate change and driving urban action
that reduces greenhouse gas emissions and climate risks, while increasing the health,
wellbeing and economic opportunities of urban citizens. For more information, visit
www.c40.org.
 
ABOUT THE GLOBAL CLIMATE ACTION SUMMIT
The Global Climate Action Summit will bring leaders and people together from around the
world to “Take Ambition to the Next Level.” It will be a moment to celebrate the
extraordinary achievements of states, regions, cities, investors, companies and citizens with
respect to climate action.
 
It will also be a launchpad for deeper worldwide commitments and accelerated action from
countries–supported by all sectors of society–that can put the globe on track to prevent
dangerous climate change and realize the historic Paris agreement. For more information, visit
www.globalclimateactionsummit.org.

###
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From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** STATEMENT *** MAYOR LONDON BREED ON THE PASSAGE OF AB 186
Date: Tuesday, August 28, 2018 8:18:27 AM
Attachments: 8.28.18 AB 186 Passes Legislature.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR) 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2018 8:00 AM
To: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR)
Subject: *** STATEMENT *** MAYOR LONDON BREED ON THE PASSAGE OF AB 186
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Tuesday, August 28, 2018
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 

*** STATEMENT ***
MAYOR LONDON BREED ON THE PASSAGE OF AB 186

 
Yesterday, the California Legislature passed Assembly Bill 186, which would allow San
Francisco to open safe injection sites under a three-year pilot program. The bill now heads to
Governor Brown for his signature. The bill is authored by Assemblymember Susan Eggman
(D-Stockton) and co-authored by Senator Scott Wiener (D-San Francisco).
 
Tomorrow, Mayor Breed will join GLIDE to present a model demonstration of a safe injection
site in San Francisco.
 
Below is a statement from Mayor London Breed:
 
“With this final vote, AB 186 is one step away from being law.
 
Safe injection sites save lives. We are in a public health crisis and this bill will help us by
preventing overdoses while connecting people to medical care that can help treat their
addiction. Here in San Francisco, I am joining GLIDE to present a model safe injection
site to show that we can implement these public health facilities in a safe, clean, and
responsible manner that will benefit both our community and those suffering on our
streets.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Tuesday, August 28, 2018 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 


 


*** STATEMENT *** 


MAYOR LONDON BREED ON THE PASSAGE OF AB 186 


 
Yesterday, the California Legislature passed Assembly Bill 186, which would allow San 


Francisco to open safe injection sites under a three-year pilot program. The bill now heads to 


Governor Brown for his signature. The bill is authored by Assemblymember Susan Eggman (D-


Stockton) and co-authored by Senator Scott Wiener (D-San Francisco). 


 


Tomorrow, Mayor Breed will join GLIDE to present a model demonstration of a safe injection 


site in San Francisco. 


 


Below is a statement from Mayor London Breed: 


 


“With this final vote, AB 186 is one step away from being law. 


 


Safe injection sites save lives. We are in a public health crisis and this bill will help us by 


preventing overdoses while connecting people to medical care that can help treat their 


addiction. Here in San Francisco, I am joining GLIDE to present a model safe injection site 


to show that we can implement these public health facilities in a safe, clean, and responsible 


manner that will benefit both our community and those suffering on our streets.  


 


I remain thankful to Senator Wiener and Assemblymember Eggman for their leadership 


and I am hopeful that Governor Brown will sign this important bill into law.” 


 


 


 


 


### 


 


 







 
I remain thankful to Senator Wiener and Assemblymember Eggman for their leadership
and I am hopeful that Governor Brown will sign this important bill into law.”
 
 

###
 



From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** STATEMENT *** MAYOR LONDON BREED ON THE PASSING OF COMMUNITY ACTIVIST JOSEPH

TAEOTUI
Date: Friday, August 24, 2018 11:44:36 AM
Attachments: 8.23.18 Joseph Taeotui.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR) 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2018 4:41 PM
To: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR)
Subject: *** STATEMENT *** MAYOR LONDON BREED ON THE PASSING OF COMMUNITY ACTIVIST
JOSEPH TAEOTUI
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Thursday, August 23, 2018
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 
 

*** STATEMENT ***
MAYOR LONDON BREED ON THE PASSING OF

COMMUNITY ACTIVIST JOSEPH TAEOTUI
 
On Monday, August 13, Joseph Taeotui was shot while returning home from a
neighborhood meeting regarding reducing gun violence in his community. He passed
away late last night as a result of this tragic event.
 
Prior to his passing, Taeotui worked with San Francisco’s Street Violence Intervention
Program to reduce violence and de-escalate conflicts.
 
The following is a statement from Mayor London N. Breed:
 
“The death of Joseph Taeotui is a heartbreaking loss for the Bayview-Hunters Point
community and the City of San Francisco. Joseph was a well-respected community
activist whose work to reduce gun violence made our City a safer, more compassionate
place. The senseless nature of his passing underscores the importance of the cause to
which he dedicated his life, and we recommit ourselves today to ending the scourge of
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Thursday, August 23, 2018 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 


 


 


*** STATEMENT *** 


MAYOR LONDON BREED ON THE PASSING OF 


COMMUNITY ACTIVIST JOSEPH TAEOTUI 


 


On Monday, August 13, Joseph Taeotui was shot while returning home from a neighborhood 


meeting regarding reducing gun violence in his community. He passed away late last night as a 


result of this tragic event. 


 


Prior to his passing, Taeotui worked with San Francisco’s Street Violence Intervention Program 


to reduce violence and de-escalate conflicts. 


 


The following is a statement from Mayor London N. Breed: 


 


“The death of Joseph Taeotui is a heartbreaking loss for the Bayview-Hunters Point 


community and the City of San Francisco. Joseph was a well-respected community activist 


whose work to reduce gun violence made our City a safer, more compassionate place. The 


senseless nature of his passing underscores the importance of the cause to which he 


dedicated his life, and we recommit ourselves today to ending the scourge of gun violence in 


our City and the nation. 


 


My condolences are with his family, friends, colleagues at the Street Violence Intervention 


Program, and the communities to which he meant so much.” 


 


### 


 


 







gun violence in our City and the nation.
 
My condolences are with his family, friends, colleagues at the Street Violence
Intervention Program, and the communities to which he meant so much.”
 

###
 
 
 



From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED ANNOUNCES DEBT RELIEF FROM ADMINISTRATIVE FEES

FOR SAN FRANCISCANS RE-ENTERING THEIR COMMUNITIES
Date: Thursday, August 23, 2018 11:52:14 AM
Attachments: 8.23.18 Criminal Justice Administrative Fees.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR) 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2018 11:50 AM
To: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR)
Subject: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED ANNOUNCES DEBT RELIEF FROM
ADMINISTRATIVE FEES FOR SAN FRANCISCANS RE-ENTERING THEIR COMMUNITIES
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Thursday, August 23, 2018
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 

 

*** PRESS RELEASE ***
MAYOR LONDON BREED ANNOUNCES DEBT RELIEF

FROM ADMINISTRATIVE FEES FOR SAN FRANCISCANS
RE-ENTERING THEIR COMMUNITIES

Elimination of outstanding debt from administrative fees will remove burden for individuals
struggling to get back on their feet after time in the criminal justice system

 
San Francisco, CA—Mayor London N. Breed and local elected officials today announced
that the San Francisco Superior Court has eliminated $32 million in outstanding debt for local
fees administered to 21,000 individuals exiting the criminal justice system.
 
As President of the Board of Supervisors, Mayor Breed passed legislation in June 2018 that
made San Francisco the first county in the nation to stop assessing local administrative
criminal justice fees. With today’s announcement, outstanding debt from fees assessed before
the legislation has now been eliminated.
 
“We should be actively helping people to get their lives back on track after they have paid
their debt to society. Garnishing the wages of people facing the challenging task of securing
employment and housing can make that impossible,” said Mayor Breed. “I am proud that
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Thursday, August 23, 2018 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 
 


 


*** PRESS RELEASE *** 


MAYOR LONDON BREED ANNOUNCES DEBT RELIEF FROM 


ADMINISTRATIVE FEES FOR SAN FRANCISCANS  


RE-ENTERING THEIR COMMUNITIES 
Elimination of outstanding debt from administrative fees will remove burden for individuals 


struggling to get back on their feet after time in the criminal justice system 


 


San Francisco, CA—Mayor London N. Breed and local elected officials today announced that the 


San Francisco Superior Court has eliminated $32 million in outstanding debt for local fees 


administered to 21,000 individuals exiting the criminal justice system. 


 


As President of the Board of Supervisors, Mayor Breed passed legislation in June 2018 that made 


San Francisco the first county in the nation to stop assessing local administrative criminal justice 


fees. With today’s announcement, outstanding debt from fees assessed before the legislation has 


now been eliminated. 


 


“We should be actively helping people to get their lives back on track after they have paid their debt 


to society. Garnishing the wages of people facing the challenging task of securing employment and 


housing can make that impossible,” said Mayor Breed. “I am proud that today’s announcement 


builds on my legislation to eliminate these unnecessary fees. While there is a lot of work still to be 


done to reform our criminal justice system, this is a step in the right direction.” 


 


The San Francisco Superior Court took this action after being petitioned by the San Francisco 


Public Defender and District Attorney. All of San Francisco’s criminal justice leadership—


including the District Attorney, Public Defender, Sheriff, and Adult Probation Chief—supported 


this action. 


 


“Charging very poor people fees to cover the City’s administrative costs makes no fiscal sense. 


These 21,000 have already paid their debt to society, and by lifting this $32 million in debt, we are 


providing vulnerable communities with a real second chance,” said Treasurer José Cisneros, who 


founded The Financial Justice Project to assess and reform how fines and fees impact San 


Francisco’s most vulnerable residents. “I am proud to stand with Mayor Breed, Public Defender 


Adachi and District Attorney Gascón to celebrate this accomplishment.” 


 


Prior to the legislation, when individuals exited jail or the criminal justice system they were often 


assessed thousands of dollars in fees that aimed to recoup costs incurred by the courts and the 


government. While they were not intended to be punitive, only 17% of these fees were actually 


collected, and the debt that accumulated served as a barrier for individuals trying to re-enter society. 
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“This legislation will make it possible for thousands of San Franciscans to be relieved of huge 


amounts of debt that they have little hope of paying off, and will make it possible for them to 


better support their families and children. Many of these fines and fees are unrelated to the 


criminal conviction itself, and serve to reinforce poverty and destabilize communities,” said 


Public Defender Jeff Adachi. “We thank Mayor Breed, the Board of Supervisors, and the 


Treasurer for their leadership.” 


 


The eliminated fees represented an average of more than $1,500 per person. These charges 


accumulated from monthly probation fees, booking fees, rental of electronic ankle surveillance 


monitors, and other fees to pay for expenses such as reports and collection costs.  


 


“Assessing fines and fees on a population that is struggling to re-enter society undermines their 


chances of success,” said District Attorney George Gascón. “If they fail the whole community 


suffers, because public safety suffers.” 


 


“Poor residents have been shackled with unpayable fees that nearly guarantee their exclusion from 


decent housing and employment. Freedom from this debt allows people a fair chance to get their 


lives back on track,” said Javier Bremond, Community Organizer for Community Housing 


Partnership, a nonprofit advocacy group for homeless individuals. 


 


"Eliminating fines and fees for justice-involved people in San Francisco is a crucial first step in 


addressing underlying issues of poverty and its direct correlation to justice involvement,” said 


Young Women’s Freedom Center Advocacy Director Krea Gomez. “We are excited that San 


Francisco has decided to take this very first step." 


 


The debts from local fees were eliminated as of the beginning of the month. Individuals who want 


to find out if their bill has been reduced may contact Alliance One for a current copy of their bill at 


(877) 541-8420. 


 


 


### 







today’s announcement builds on my legislation to eliminate these unnecessary fees. While
there is a lot of work still to be done to reform our criminal justice system, this is a step in the
right direction.”
 
The San Francisco Superior Court took this action after being petitioned by the San Francisco
Public Defender and District Attorney. All of San Francisco’s criminal justice leadership—
including the District Attorney, Public Defender, Sheriff, and Adult Probation Chief—
supported this action.
 
“Charging very poor people fees to cover the City’s administrative costs makes no fiscal
sense. These 21,000 have already paid their debt to society, and by lifting this $32 million in
debt, we are providing vulnerable communities with a real second chance,” said Treasurer
José Cisneros, who founded The Financial Justice Project to assess and reform how fines and
fees impact San Francisco’s most vulnerable residents. “I am proud to stand with Mayor
Breed, Public Defender Adachi and District Attorney Gascón to celebrate this
accomplishment.”
 
Prior to the legislation, when individuals exited jail or the criminal justice system they were
often assessed thousands of dollars in fees that aimed to recoup costs incurred by the courts
and the government. While they were not intended to be punitive, only 17% of these fees were
actually collected, and the debt that accumulated served as a barrier for individuals trying to
re-enter society.
 
“This legislation will make it possible for thousands of San Franciscans to be relieved of huge
amounts of debt that they have little hope of paying off, and will make it possible for them to
better support their families and children. Many of these fines and fees are unrelated to the
criminal conviction itself, and serve to reinforce poverty and destabilize communities,” said
Public Defender Jeff Adachi. “We thank Mayor Breed, the Board of Supervisors, and the
Treasurer for their leadership.”
 
The eliminated fees represented an average of more than $1,500 per person. These charges
accumulated from monthly probation fees, booking fees, rental of electronic ankle surveillance
monitors, and other fees to pay for expenses such as reports and collection costs.
 
“Assessing fines and fees on a population that is struggling to re-enter society undermines
their chances of success,” said District Attorney George Gascón. “If they fail the whole
community suffers, because public safety suffers.”
 
“Poor residents have been shackled with unpayable fees that nearly guarantee their exclusion
from decent housing and employment. Freedom from this debt allows people a fair chance to
get their lives back on track,” said Javier Bremond, Community Organizer for Community
Housing Partnership, a nonprofit advocacy group for homeless individuals.
 
"Eliminating fines and fees for justice-involved people in San Francisco is a crucial first step
in addressing underlying issues of poverty and its direct correlation to justice involvement,”
said Young Women’s Freedom Center Advocacy Director Krea Gomez. “We are excited that
San Francisco has decided to take this very first step."
 
The debts from local fees were eliminated as of the beginning of the month. Individuals who
want to find out if their bill has been reduced may contact Alliance One for a current copy of



their bill at (877) 541-8420.
 
 

###
 
 



From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com); Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen

Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns
Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: Joint Meeting with Civic Center Design Review Committee
Date: Thursday, August 23, 2018 11:41:21 AM

Commissioners,
Planning Staff would like to conduct a Joint hearing with the Civic Center Design Review Committee, again. This
time, to present the Civic Center Realm Plan. The CCDR Committee is inviting us to attend their regularly
scheduled hearing on Monday, October 15, 2018, which normally starts at 2:00 pm, but are willing to start
earlier. They meet once a month.
 
I have expressed to their Secretary that the HPC meets twice a month, making this a third meeting. Therefore, I
am gauging your interest and availability. There is no requirement to have a  Joint meeting.
 
Please reply only to me.
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 

mailto:jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
mailto:aaron.hyland.hpc@gmail.com
mailto:andrew@tefarch.com
mailto:kate.black@sfgov.org
mailto:dianematsuda@hotmail.com
mailto:ellen.hpc@ellenjohnckconsulting.com
mailto:ellen.hpc@ellenjohnckconsulting.com
mailto:jonathan.pearlman.hpc@gmail.com
mailto:rsejohns@yahoo.com
mailto:Josephine.Feliciano@sfgov.org
mailto:jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
http://www.sfplanning.org/


From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com); Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen

Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns
Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: The Alliance Review Summer 2018 Issue
Date: Thursday, August 23, 2018 10:35:23 AM

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: Frye, Tim (CPC) 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2018 9:53 AM
To: CTYPLN - HPC Commission Secretary
Subject: FW: The Alliance Review Summer 2018 Issue
 
Please forward to the HPC. Thanks!
 
From: National Alliance of Preservation Commissions [mailto:director@napcommissions.org] 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2018 9:45 AM
To: Frye, Tim (CPC)
Subject: The Alliance Review Summer 2018 Issue
 

If you're having trouble viewing this email, you may see it online

Thank you for supporting the National Alliance of Preservation
Commissions.

We are pleased to provide you with the latest edition of our quarterly
journal, The Alliance Review. Here is the link to the Summer 2018
issue, Rising Water, Rising Challenges - Elevating Historic Buildings Out of
Harm's Way.

Sincerely,

mailto:jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
mailto:aaron.hyland.hpc@gmail.com
mailto:andrew@tefarch.com
mailto:kate.black@sfgov.org
mailto:dianematsuda@hotmail.com
mailto:ellen.hpc@ellenjohnckconsulting.com
mailto:ellen.hpc@ellenjohnckconsulting.com
mailto:jonathan.pearlman.hpc@gmail.com
mailto:rsejohns@yahoo.com
mailto:Josephine.Feliciano@sfgov.org
mailto:jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
http://www.sfplanning.org/
https://napc.z2systems.com/track/servlet/DisplayLink?orgId=napc&emailId=4534b750145d55389e8cb4d582bca2824m12977453&&linkId=2176&targetUrl=http://napc.z2systems.com/np/clients/napc/viewOnlineEmail.jsp?emailId=4534b750145d55389e8cb4d582bca2824m12977453
https://napc.z2systems.com/track/servlet/DisplayLink?orgId=napc&emailId=4534b750145d55389e8cb4d582bca2824m12977453&&linkId=2175&targetUrl=https://napc.z2systems.com/neon/resource/napc/files/The%20Alliance%20Review%20Summer%202018%20Issue(1).pdf
https://napc.z2systems.com/track/servlet/DisplayLink?orgId=napc&emailId=4534b750145d55389e8cb4d582bca2824m12977453&&linkId=2175&targetUrl=https://napc.z2systems.com/neon/resource/napc/files/The%20Alliance%20Review%20Summer%202018%20Issue(1).pdf


Stephanie Paul

Executive Director
To unsubscribe from future mailings please click here.

https://napc.z2systems.com/track/servlet/DisplayLink?orgId=napc&emailId=4534b750145d55389e8cb4d582bca2824m12977453&&linkId=2177&targetUrl=http://napc.z2systems.com/np/clients/napc/unsubscribeEmail.jsp?type=16&emailId=4534b750145d55389e8cb4d582bca2824m12977453&userId=80fb%2FrcKCueVXzWJlCDeNT%2FhqXwm67EE


From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna (CPC);

planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com); Black, Kate (CPC);
Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: Special Phone Hours
Date: Wednesday, August 22, 2018 2:30:47 PM
Attachments: ATT00001.png

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: Form700@fppc.ca.gov [mailto:Form700@fppc.ca.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2018 2:09 PM
To: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
Subject: Special Phone Hours
 

FAIR POLITICAL PRACTICES COMMISSION
1102 Q Street • Suite 3000 • Sacramento, CA 95811

August 22, 2018
Jonas Ionin
 1650 Mission St Ste 4
San Francisco, CA 94103-2491

SPECIAL PHONE HOURS DURING ELECTION SEASON!
 

SEPTEMBER 4 – NOVEMBER 6
 

Starting September 4, 2018, the California Fair Political Practices Commission will change our phone
advice hours to accommodate the influx of phone calls received during election season. The phone
advice hours during September 4th through the November 6 will be as follows:

Mondays and Tuesdays           Wednesdays and Thursdays
9:00 am to 12:00 pm.                1:00 pm to 4:00 pm.

E-mail advice will still be available Monday through Friday during business hours. Please note that
after November 6th, the phone advice hours will return to our regular schedule.
 

mailto:jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
mailto:dennis.richards@sfgov.org
mailto:Milicent.Johnson@sfgov.org
mailto:Joel.Koppel@sfgov.org
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mailto:kate.black@sfgov.org
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mailto:jonathan.pearlman.hpc@gmail.com
mailto:rsejohns@yahoo.com
mailto:Josephine.Feliciano@sfgov.org
mailto:jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
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From: Pollak, Josh (CPC)
To: CTYPLN - HPC Commission Secretary
Subject: FW: 5 Third Street PMND Notice of Availability
Date: Wednesday, August 22, 2018 1:22:21 PM
Attachments: NOA_Intent Adopt_5 Third_082218.pdf

Hello,
 
I wanted to give you a heads up that I send the following email to the HPC commission members
below, distributing the PMND for 5 Third Street for review.
 
Thanks,
Josh
 
Josh Pollak, AICP
Senior Environmental Planner
 
San Francisco Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8766 | www.sfplanning.org
San Francisco Property Information Map
Email: josh.pollak@sfgov.org
 

From: Pollak, Josh (CPC) 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2018 12:50 PM
To: 'andrew@tefarch.com'; 'aaron.hyland.hpc@gmail.com'; Black, Kate (CPC);
'ellen.hpc@ellenjohnckconsulting.com'; 'RSEJohns@yahoo.com'; 'dianematsuda@hotmail.com';
'jonathan.pearlman.hpc@gmail.com'
Cc: Dwyer, Debra (CPC); Fordham, Chelsea (CPC); Tuffy, Eiliesh (CPC)
Subject: 5 Third Street PMND Notice of Availability
 
Hello,
 
The Planning Department has issued a Preliminary Mitigated Negative Declaration for the 5 Third
Street project, Planning Department case number 2016-007303ENV, available online at:
http://sfmea.sfplanning.org/5%20Third%20St-PMND_2016-007303_082218.pdf.
 
Please see attached for the Notice of Availability for the project. The project has a hearing scheduled
at the Historic Preservation Commission on September 19.
 
Please contact me if you have any questions regarding the environmental review of this project.
 
Thanks,
Josh
 
Josh Pollak, AICP
Senior Environmental Planner
 
San Francisco Planning Department
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-8766 | www.sfplanning.org
San Francisco Property Information Map
Email: josh.pollak@sfgov.org

mailto:josh.pollak@sfgov.org
mailto:CPC.HPC-CommissionSecretary@sfgov.org
http://www.sfplanning.org/
http://propertymap.sfplanning.org/
mailto:josh.pollak@sfgov.org
http://sfmea.sfplanning.org/5%20Third%20St-PMND_2016-007303_082218.pdf
http://www.sfplanning.org/
http://propertymap.sfplanning.org/
mailto:josh.pollak@sfgov.org
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From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED ANNOUNCES OPENING OF NEW PERMANENT

SUPPORTIVE HOUSING
Date: Wednesday, August 22, 2018 12:57:49 PM
Attachments: 8.22.18 Minna Lee.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR) 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2018 12:51 PM
To: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR)
Subject: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED ANNOUNCES OPENING OF NEW
PERMANENT SUPPORTIVE HOUSING
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Wednesday, August 22, 2018
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 

 

*** PRESS RELEASE ***
MAYOR LONDON BREED ANNOUNCES OPENING OF NEW

PERMANENT SUPPORTIVE HOUSING
South of Market location will provide homes for 50 chronically homeless individuals

 
San Francisco, CA— Mayor London N. Breed today announced the opening of the Minna
Lee, a 50-unit permanent supportive housing building in the South of Market neighborhood
for formerly chronically homeless individuals.
 
The operation of the facility is made possible by $4 million that was included in the two-year
budget for the City and County of San Francisco that Mayor Breed signed into law earlier this
month.
 
“It is not enough to just get people indoors; we need to create permanent supportive housing
so that we can provide services to address many of the issues that can lead to homelessness in
the first place,” said Mayor Breed. “I am making significant investments in expanding
affordable and supportive housing because it is not humane to allow people to continue living
on our streets.”
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1 DR. CARLTON B. GOODLETT PLACE, ROOM 200 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94102-4681 


TELEPHONE: (415) 554-6141 


 


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Wednesday, August 22, 2018 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 
 


 


*** PRESS RELEASE *** 


MAYOR LONDON BREED ANNOUNCES OPENING OF NEW 


PERMANENT SUPPORTIVE HOUSING 
South of Market location will provide homes for 50 chronically homeless individuals 


 


San Francisco, CA— Mayor London N. Breed today announced the opening of the Minna Lee, a 


50-unit permanent supportive housing building in the South of Market neighborhood for formerly 


chronically homeless individuals. 


 


The operation of the facility is made possible by $4 million that was included in the two-year 


budget for the City and County of San Francisco that Mayor Breed signed into law earlier this 


month. 


 


“It is not enough to just get people indoors; we need to create permanent supportive housing so that 


we can provide services to address many of the issues that can lead to homelessness in the first 


place,” said Mayor Breed. “I am making significant investments in expanding affordable and 


supportive housing because it is not humane to allow people to continue living on our streets.” 


 


The Department of Homelessness and Supportive Housing (HSH) is investing $36 million over the 


next two years to expand the City’s supportive housing stock, enhance services at supportive 


housing sites, and repair existing sites. These investments are part of a package of enhancements to 


the HSH budget that now totals $271 million over the next two years. HSH’s enhanced budget will 


allow the City to house nearly 1,000 additional people, provide shelter for 3,000 more, prevent 


homelessness for an additional 800 people, and improve access to services for at least 1,000 clients. 


 


San Francisco currently has more than 7,500 units of supportive housing, the most per capita in the 


United States. HSH has another 1,300 units of supportive housing for adults, families, and youth in 


the pipeline. 


 


“Supportive housing is critical to our work to reduce homelessness,” said Jeff Kositsky, Director of 


the Department of Homelessness and Supportive Housing. “Sites like the Minna Lee provide not 


only housing for people but the important services that help people stabilize, heal and move 


forward. Permanent supportive housing effectively ends homelessness for some people with critical 


service needs who would otherwise stay on our streets.”   


 


The Minna Lee is a master-leased building that had previously sat vacant for 17 years. It is operated 


by Episcopal Community Services (ECS) with property management services provided by 


Delivering Innovation in Supportive Housing (DISH). 
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“The opening of the Minna Lee has deepened my confidence that homelessness can be overcome in 


San Francisco. The solutions are available if we dedicate the resources to bring them to scale," said 


Lauren Hall, Executive Director of DISH. "In a number of weeks, we went from the start of the 


master lease to full occupancy--bringing 50 San Franciscans home after years on the streets. Along 


with our partners at ECS, we demonstrated how the increased efficiencies of the coordinated entry 


system and a barrier free intake process can significantly shorten the path from experiencing 


homelessness to being welcomed home.” 


 


To date, 48 individuals have moved in to the Minna Lee, with the final two units to be filled by the 


end of the month. Each unit is furnished with a bed, dresser, sink, microwave, and mini-refrigerator. 


There is a 24-hour desk clerk with case management and supportive services available Monday 


through Friday. 


 


“Critical Supportive Housing opportunities like the Minna Lee move forward our collective goal of 


ending adult chronic homelessness by 2022.” says Beth Stokes, Executive Director of ECS. 


“Working in partnership with Mayor Breed, the Department of Homelessness and Supportive 


Housing, and DISH to create new units of housing, with essential housing stabilization services is a 


proven solution, and one that will get us closer to achieving our shared objectives.” 


 


### 







The Department of Homelessness and Supportive Housing (HSH) is investing $36 million
over the next two years to expand the City’s supportive housing stock, enhance services at
supportive housing sites, and repair existing sites. These investments are part of a package of
enhancements to the HSH budget that now totals $271 million over the next two years. HSH’s
enhanced budget will allow the City to house nearly 1,000 additional people, provide shelter
for 3,000 more, prevent homelessness for an additional 800 people, and improve access to
services for at least 1,000 clients.
 
San Francisco currently has more than 7,500 units of supportive housing, the most per capita
in the United States. HSH has another 1,300 units of supportive housing for adults, families,
and youth in the pipeline.
 
“Supportive housing is critical to our work to reduce homelessness,” said Jeff Kositsky,
Director of the Department of Homelessness and Supportive Housing. “Sites like the Minna
Lee provide not only housing for people but the important services that help people stabilize,
heal and move forward. Permanent supportive housing effectively ends homelessness for some
people with critical service needs who would otherwise stay on our streets.”  
 
The Minna Lee is a master-leased building that had previously sat vacant for 17 years. It is
operated by Episcopal Community Services (ECS) with property management services
provided by Delivering Innovation in Supportive Housing (DISH).
 
“The opening of the Minna Lee has deepened my confidence that homelessness can be
overcome in San Francisco. The solutions are available if we dedicate the resources to bring
them to scale," said Lauren Hall, Executive Director of DISH. "In a number of weeks, we
went from the start of the master lease to full occupancy--bringing 50 San Franciscans home
after years on the streets. Along with our partners at ECS, we demonstrated how the increased
efficiencies of the coordinated entry system and a barrier free intake process can significantly
shorten the path from experiencing homelessness to being welcomed home.”
 
To date, 48 individuals have moved in to the Minna Lee, with the final two units to be filled
by the end of the month. Each unit is furnished with a bed, dresser, sink, microwave, and mini-
refrigerator. There is a 24-hour desk clerk with case management and supportive services
available Monday through Friday.
 
“Critical Supportive Housing opportunities like the Minna Lee move forward our collective
goal of ending adult chronic homelessness by 2022.” says Beth Stokes, Executive Director of
ECS. “Working in partnership with Mayor Breed, the Department of Homelessness and
Supportive Housing, and DISH to create new units of housing, with essential housing
stabilization services is a proven solution, and one that will get us closer to achieving our
shared objectives.”
 

###
 



From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** STATEMENT *** MAYOR LONDON BREED ON THE PASSAGE OF AB 186
Date: Wednesday, August 22, 2018 10:42:31 AM
Attachments: 8.21.18 AB 186.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR) 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2018 5:38 PM
To: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR)
Subject: *** STATEMENT *** MAYOR LONDON BREED ON THE PASSAGE OF AB 186
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Tuesday, August 21, 2018
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 

*** STATEMENT ***
MAYOR LONDON BREED ON THE PASSAGE OF AB 186

 
Today the California State Senate passed Assembly Bill 186, which would allow San
Francisco to open safe injection sites under a three-year pilot program. The Assembly
previously passed the bill and now needs to vote on final approval before it is sent to the
Governor for his signature. The bill is authored by Assemblymember Susan Eggman (D-
Stockton) and co-authored by Senator Scott Wiener (D-San Francisco).
 
Below is a statement from Mayor London Breed:
 
“I am excited that AB 186 has passed the Senate and I want to thank Senator Scott
Wiener and Assemblymember Susan Eggman for their leadership on this critical issue.
 
Safe injection sites save lives by preventing overdoses and connecting people to life-
saving services. I am committed to opening one of these sites here in San Francisco, no
matter what it takes, because the status quo is not acceptable. By doing so, we will help
people who suffer from severe addiction get the help and services they need while
reducing public drug use and discarded needles on our streets.”
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Tuesday, August 21, 2018 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 


 


*** STATEMENT *** 


MAYOR LONDON BREED ON THE PASSAGE OF AB 186 


 
Today the California State Senate passed Assembly Bill 186, which would allow San Francisco 


to open safe injection sites under a three-year pilot program. The Assembly previously passed 


the bill and now needs to vote on final approval before it is sent to the Governor for his 


signature. The bill is authored by Assemblymember Susan Eggman (D-Stockton) and co-


authored by Senator Scott Wiener (D-San Francisco). 


 


Below is a statement from Mayor London Breed: 


 


“I am excited that AB 186 has passed the Senate and I want to thank Senator Scott Wiener 


and Assemblymember Susan Eggman for their leadership on this critical issue. 


 


Safe injection sites save lives by preventing overdoses and connecting people to life-saving 


services. I am committed to opening one of these sites here in San Francisco, no matter 


what it takes, because the status quo is not acceptable. By doing so, we will help people who 


suffer from severe addiction get the help and services they need while reducing public drug 


use and discarded needles on our streets.” 


 


 


 


 


### 
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From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Richards, Dennis (CPC); Johnson, Milicent (CPC); Koppel, Joel (CPC); Moore, Kathrin (CPC); Melgar, Myrna

(CPC); planning@rodneyfong.com; Rich Hillis; Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com);
Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns

Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC)
Subject: FW: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED AND LEADER NANCY PELOSI UNVEIL NEWLY

RENOVATED AFFORDABLE HOUSING
Date: Tuesday, August 21, 2018 1:52:36 PM
Attachments: 8.21.18 Sala Burton Manor.pdf

 
 
Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs
 
Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409
 
jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org
 
From: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR) 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2018 12:30 PM
To: MayorsPressOffice, MYR (MYR)
Subject: *** PRESS RELEASE *** MAYOR LONDON BREED AND LEADER NANCY PELOSI UNVEIL
NEWLY RENOVATED AFFORDABLE HOUSING
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Tuesday, August 21, 2018
Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 

 

*** PRESS RELEASE ***
MAYOR LONDON BREED AND LEADER NANCY PELOSI
UNVEIL NEWLY RENOVATED AFFORDABLE HOUSING
City and federal partners work together to transform public housing for low-income San

Franciscans
 
San Francisco, CA—Mayor London N. Breed and Leader Nancy Pelosi today unveiled the
newly rehabilitated Sala Burton Manor, an 89-unit supportive housing building for seniors and
persons with disabilities. The project is a continuation of San Francisco’s commitment to
preserving and revitalizing existing affordable housing across the City.
 
The rehabilitation of 430 Turk Street includes increased accessibility, renovated plumbing and
electrical systems, investments in energy efficiency, modernized elevators, renovated interiors,
and redesigned floor plans.
 
“We are in a housing crisis and our City needs to build and renovate thousands of affordable
units to prevent displacement and keep our most vulnerable residents securely housed. As
someone who grew up in public housing, I am committed to ensuring that all of our public
housing residents have a clean, safe place to live like the newly renovated Sala Burton
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1 DR. CARLTON B. GOODLETT PLACE, ROOM 200 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94102-4681 


TELEPHONE: (415) 554-6141 


 


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Tuesday, August 21, 2018 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 
 


 


*** PRESS RELEASE *** 


MAYOR LONDON BREED AND LEADER NANCY PELOSI 


UNVEIL NEWLY RENOVATED AFFORDABLE HOUSING 
City and federal partners work together to transform public housing for low-income San 


Franciscans 


 


San Francisco, CA—Mayor London N. Breed and Leader Nancy Pelosi today unveiled the newly 


rehabilitated Sala Burton Manor, an 89-unit supportive housing building for seniors and persons 


with disabilities. The project is a continuation of San Francisco’s commitment to preserving and 


revitalizing existing affordable housing across the City.  


 


The rehabilitation of 430 Turk Street includes increased accessibility, renovated plumbing and 


electrical systems, investments in energy efficiency, modernized elevators, renovated interiors, and 


redesigned floor plans. 


 


“We are in a housing crisis and our City needs to build and renovate thousands of affordable units 


to prevent displacement and keep our most vulnerable residents securely housed. As someone who 


grew up in public housing, I am committed to ensuring that all of our public housing residents have 


a clean, safe place to live like the newly renovated Sala Burton Manor.” said Mayor Breed. “I want 


to thank Leader Pelosi for her essential help in making this project possible and for her steadfast 


support of affordable housing both in San Francisco and across the nation.” 


 


Under the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development’s Rental Assistance Demonstration 


(RAD) program, the ownership and management of Sala Burton Manor was transferred from the 


San Francisco Housing Authority to the nonprofit Tenderloin Neighborhood Development 


Corporation (TNDC) in 2015. This change allowed it to leverage local funds, tax credit financing, 


and private mortgages to upgrade the building.  


 


“It is a privilege to join so many outstanding local leaders for the re-opening of the Sala Burton 


Manor, which beautifully honors the progressive leadership of an extraordinary champion of the 


working people of San Francisco,” said Democratic Leader Nancy Pelosi. “Sala Burton Manor is a 


powerful example of the profound progress that can be driven when we fully harness the power of 


local leaders and the federal government. Carrying on the leadership of our late Mayor Ed Lee, San 


Francisco and Mayor London Breed are leading the way forward for the nation, revitalizing 


thousands of distressed public housing units, transforming neighborhoods, and defending every 


person’s right to safe, modern and affordable housing. House Democrats are proud to continue to 


fight For The People, and to make bold, transformative investments in public housing, in American 


neighborhoods and communities and in our working families for generations to come.” 
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The funding for the project was made possible in part due to a $19.1 million tax-exempt 


construction loan provided by Bank of America Merrill Lynch, which has invested $2.1 billion in 


total financing for RAD projects in San Francisco. This represents the largest affordable housing 


deal ever for both the bank and the nation. 


 


The Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development oversaw $1.8 million in City funds 


for pre-development and construction funding. San Francisco is providing over $100 million in total 


funding to RAD programs and 1,620 units have been renovated to date. 


 


"I'm grateful for this important collaboration with TNDC, HUD, San Francisco Housing Authority 


and Bank of America to bring Sala Burton Manor up to the current standards of safety and design, 


providing 100 seniors and people with disabilities the homes and services they need and deserve," 


said Kate Hartley, Director of the Mayor's Office of Housing and Community Development.  


 


San Francisco’s RAD program provides for rigorous tenant protections. Rents continue to be 


calculated at 30% of income, there is no re-screening for current residents, and there is a right to 


return for residents who may need to relocate temporarily while their units are renovated. For this 


project, residents who were required to temporarily relocate continued to receive comprehensive 


services. 


 


“TNDC is proud to have played a role in a community-wide effort to improve both the housing and 


quality of living for some of San Francisco’s most vulnerable people. It is only through the 


collective effort of countless individuals and institutions that we could overcome so many daunting 


obstacles to create a national model for revitalizing public housing,” said Donald S. Falk, CEO of 


Tenderloin Neighborhood Development Corporation, a nonprofit organization that houses 4,100 


low-income San Franciscans in supportive communities. 


 


Sala Burton Manor is named after the wife of California Representative Phillip Burton, who 


succeeded him in office after his sudden death in 1983. She served until she passed away in 1987, 


when she was succeeded by Leader Pelosi.  


 


### 







Manor.” said Mayor Breed. “I want to thank Leader Pelosi for her essential help in making
this project possible and for her steadfast support of affordable housing both in San Francisco
and across the nation.”
 
Under the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development’s Rental Assistance
Demonstration (RAD) program, the ownership and management of Sala Burton Manor was
transferred from the San Francisco Housing Authority to the nonprofit Tenderloin
Neighborhood Development Corporation (TNDC) in 2015. This change allowed it to leverage
local funds, tax credit financing, and private mortgages to upgrade the building.
 
“It is a privilege to join so many outstanding local leaders for the re-opening of the Sala
Burton Manor, which beautifully honors the progressive leadership of an extraordinary
champion of the working people of San Francisco,” said Democratic Leader Nancy Pelosi.
“Sala Burton Manor is a powerful example of the profound progress that can be driven when
we fully harness the power of local leaders and the federal government. Carrying on the
leadership of our late Mayor Ed Lee, San Francisco and Mayor London Breed are leading the
way forward for the nation, revitalizing thousands of distressed public housing units,
transforming neighborhoods, and defending every person’s right to safe, modern and
affordable housing. House Democrats are proud to continue to fight For The People, and to
make bold, transformative investments in public housing, in American neighborhoods and
communities and in our working families for generations to come.”
 
The funding for the project was made possible in part due to a $19.1 million tax-exempt
construction loan provided by Bank of America Merrill Lynch, which has invested $2.1 billion
in total financing for RAD projects in San Francisco. This represents the largest affordable
housing deal ever for both the bank and the nation.
 
The Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development oversaw $1.8 million in City
funds for pre-development and construction funding. San Francisco is providing over $100
million in total funding to RAD programs and 1,620 units have been renovated to date.
 
"I'm grateful for this important collaboration with TNDC, HUD, San Francisco Housing
Authority and Bank of America to bring Sala Burton Manor up to the current standards of
safety and design, providing 100 seniors and people with disabilities the homes and services
they need and deserve," said Kate Hartley, Director of the Mayor's Office of Housing and
Community Development. 
 
San Francisco’s RAD program provides for rigorous tenant protections. Rents continue to be
calculated at 30% of income, there is no re-screening for current residents, and there is a right
to return for residents who may need to relocate temporarily while their units are renovated.
For this project, residents who were required to temporarily relocate continued to receive
comprehensive services.
 
“TNDC is proud to have played a role in a community-wide effort to improve both the
housing and quality of living for some of San Francisco’s most vulnerable people. It is only
through the collective effort of countless individuals and institutions that we could overcome
so many daunting obstacles to create a national model for revitalizing public housing,” said
Donald S. Falk, CEO of Tenderloin Neighborhood Development Corporation, a nonprofit
organization that houses 4,100 low-income San Franciscans in supportive communities.
 



Sala Burton Manor is named after the wife of California Representative Phillip Burton, who
succeeded him in office after his sudden death in 1983. She served until she passed away in
1987, when she was succeeded by Leader Pelosi.
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From: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
To: Aaron Jon Hyland - HPC; Andrew Wolfram (andrew@tefarch.com); Black, Kate (CPC); Diane Matsuda; Ellen

Johnck - HPC; Jonathan Pearlman; Richard S. E. Johns
Cc: Feliciano, Josephine (CPC); Vanderslice, Allison (CPC)
Subject: FW: Dr Groth"s testimony 2002
Date: Tuesday, August 21, 2018 11:43:08 AM
Attachments: groth_testimony_.pdf

Jonas P. Ionin,
Director of Commission Affairs

Planning Department¦City & County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6309¦Fax: 415-558-6409

jonas.ionin@sfgov.org
www.sfplanning.org

-----Original Message-----
From: peter linenthal [mailto:ppotrero@pacbell.net]
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2018 9:50 AM
To: Ionin, Jonas (CPC)
Subject: Dr Groth's testimony 2002

Hello Mr Ionin,

   This 2002 testimony from Dr Groth has excellent information on the significance of cultural resources at Potrero
Point. I sent it to Alison Vanderslice who told me it was referenced in several reports given to Commissioners.
Could you send it to the Commissioners in case they haven’t had the chance to read it?  Thank you again for your
help. 

                       all the best, Peter Linenthal                        Potrero Hill Archives Project
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
State Energy Resources 


Conservation and Development Commission 
 
 
 


 
In the Matter of:     ) 
       ) Docket No. 00-AFC-4 
       ) 
MIRANT'S (FORMERLY SOUTHERN  ) PREPARED TESTIMONY 
ENERGY) POTRERO POWER PLANT  ) OF DR. PAUL GROTH 
UNIT 7      ) REGARDING CULTURAL 
_                                                                                  )  RESOURCES 
 


Question 1: Please state your name, professional qualifications and experience and 


educational background. 


Response 1:  I am one of several cultural resources expert witnesses for the City and 


County of San Francisco and the Dogpatch Neighborhood Associaiton.  As set forth in my 


curriculum vitae, which is attached hereto as Exhibit A, I am an Associate Professor of 


architectural history, urban history, and cultural landscape history in the Department of 


Architecture and the Department of Geography at the University of California, Berkeley.  I have 


a professional architecture degree from North Dakota State University (1972) and a Ph.D. in 


historical human geography from the University of California, Berkeley (1983).  I have been 


studying the historical cultural landscapes of the United States for 27 years, and am considered a 


national expert in the history of America’s ordinary urban buildings, particularly industrial sites, 


workers’ housing, residential hotels, and how these sites are inter-related with social history.  I 


have served as a historical consultant to CALTRANS, the City of San Francisco, the Foundation 


for San Francisco’s Architectural Heritage, the State Historical Society of Minnesota, and the 


Department of Housing Preservation and Development of New York City.  I have published 


widely in the journals and academic publishing houses in the United States, and am a past 


national president of the Vernacular Architecture Forum, a 900-member group of 


preservationists and historians devoted to the study of ordinary buildings and landscapes in 


North America. 


Question 2: What are your qualifications concerning industrial landscapes? 


Response 2: I began studying factories seriously in 1975, while teaching at the New 


Jersey School of Architecture, and applied to Berkeley’s geography department specifically to 


study the history of ordinary workplaces.  In 1982, while looking out the windows of an artist’s 
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loft in the American Can building on Third Street, I first saw the Union Iron Works and PG & E 


power plant.  I must admit that I had not imagined that a large, intact industrial district had 


survived San Francisco’s 1906 earthquake.  About the same time, for my doctoral dissertation, I 


mapped all types of residential hotels in San Francisco from 1880 to 1930.  The Michigan Street, 


Irish Hill, and Dogpatch districts literally popped out as significant concentrations of rooming 


houses and cheap lodging houses for Potrero Point industries—clear proof of an important 


historical pool of blue-collar labor.  


Spurred by these Potrero Point subjects, in 1986, I applied and was accepted as a post-


doctoral fellow at the National Musuem of American History of the Smithsonian Institution (in 


Washington, DC) where I studied industrial history with Dr. Gary Kulik, a noted historian of 


New England textile mills, and with Robert Vogel, a co-founder of the Society for Industrial 


Archaeology.  Subsequently, at Berkeley I have taught graduate seminars on American industrial 


buildings built after 1870 as well as the social and architectural history of San Francisco and 


West Oakland factories and workers’ housing.  I have also supervised several masters’ theses 


and doctoral dissertations relating to these topics.   


As shown in Appendix A for this testimony, my own research has focused particularly on 


the Machine Shop building of the Union Iron Works, the locations of supervisors and managers 


throughout the shipyard, and the railway connections within the early shipyard and its later 


expansion under Bethlehem Steel ownership into the former Pacific Rolling Mills site.  For 


comparison with Potrero Point, I am also studying West Oakland, although its most important 


employment sites (the Southern Pacific Railroad yards and the Moore Shipyard) are long gone. 


Question 3: What are the purposes and scope of your testimony? 


Response3: The purposes of my testimony are to establish: 


1) the importance of preserving industrial sites;  


2) the historic nexus between the industries on Potrero Point; and 


3) the national significance of a Potrero Point historic district. 


Question 4: What is the importance of industrial sites in U.S. history? 


Response 4: Today, most Americans appreciate Silicon Valley and the importance of 


the semiconductor industry, its venture capitalists, and its various ranks of laborers.  From the 


1870s to the 1940s, equally important were America’s burgeoning new concentrations of 


factories.  In these large industrial workplaces, American industrialists, engineers, and workers 


hammered out what we now know as American technological know-how and world mastery of 
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machinery.  Large industrial workplaces drove the post-1870 explosion of America’s urban 


population—including both the migration of rural and small town people to white collar jobs in 


the city, and the immigration to the United States of people from all over the globe for blue-


collar jobs.  Nationally, factory workplaces were battlegrounds over the imposition of the 


Protestant work ethic on often non-Protestant immigrants.  Indeed, factory work drove the 


adoption of American time-consciousness and the spread of the idea of efficiency (also known as 


“productivity”) to become something like a national religion.   


Obviously, not every workplace merits preservation, but in the set of preserved places in 


every major metropolitan area, is it essential to conserve the history of the rank and file workers, 


both men and women, whose long hours of work—usually under noisy, hot, smoky conditions—


are as significant as the labor of capitalists and their engineers working in the main office.  In 


factory settings and nearby union halls and workers’ clubs, laborers in large workplaces fought 


for important political and economic rights and, by their labor, made their own contributions to 


American material culture and progress.  Where the products of a workplace are regionally and 


nationally significant, then the preservation of a workplace becomes particularly significant. 


Question 5 What are the inherent problems of industrial sites and National Register 


reviews? 


Response 5: The most easily identified National Register sites and districts are the 


kinds of places for which the Register was originally intended: spectacular architectural designs 


and the homes of famous leaders.  With factories, the things that delight most architectural 


historians—fine details and dramatic style—are rare.  Sheer huge scale and forthright honesty of 


materials and forms are the most one can hope for in the design of industrial sites.  So too, 


“integrity” (which is quite easy to identify with high-style design) is with factories much more 


nuanced and often the wrong question to ask when judging significance.  Economically 


successful industrial sites are messy and complicated; their building complexes typically grow 


with many rapid accretions.  Most factory complexes are not “built” in any one year, like a 


mansion or an office tower; rather, factories are “begun” in a particular year.  Additions and 


remodeling can be much more significant than the original structures.  On industrial sites, the 


disciplines of labor history, social history, and business history are probably more important for 


evaluation than architectural design, but such experts are rarely the ones doing the National 


Register evaluations.   
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In only a few states—especially Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and North Carolina (for 


their textile industries), New York (for its 1920s electrical industry sites) and Michigan (for 


automobile production)—did early State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) staff members 


really understand industrial site importance as part of their early state-wide surveys.  In these 


states, famous and ambitious 1970s SHPO statewide surveys identified, at the state level, 


industrial preservation districts along with other significant districts.  Similarly, most states east 


of the Mississippi and a few in the Great Plains now have sophisticated and thorough statewide 


surveys of vernacular architecture as well as high-style sites.  The California SHPO office has 


never had a sufficient budget for such surveys.  California is twenty to thirty years behind states 


like Massachusetts, North Carolina, and even Kansas.   


In part because of such survey gaps, engineering and industry specialists founded the 


Society of Industrial Archeology (the SIA) in 1971.  For some regions, the SIA has done fine 


work in site identification and scholarly publishing.  However, the SIA has primarily focused on 


machines and buildings; only rarely have they asked much about the social or labor aspects of 


industrial sites.  This has marginalized the SIA among American social and cultural historians.  


For its own part, California’s chapter of the SIA has largely concerned itself with a few small 


gold-country sites.   


Thus, it is not surprising that the Final Staff Assessment for the Potrero Point Power Plant 


project has come to such limited conclusions.  Mirant’s cultural resource experts have been 


asked questions that addressed only isolated fractions of the Potrero Point district; they have 


based their analyses on guidelines written for other types of resources; and they have not had the 


opportunity to address the larger questions of the site and situation of the cultural resources 


which remain on Potrero Point.  


Question 6:. What is the nexus of historical relationships among the industries on 


Potrero Point? 


Response 6: There are several themes that tie together the industries on Potrero Point.  


These are: 


 The clear boundary of deep-water access 


 The links between Potrero’s famous industrialists 


 Development of a single-use district for heavy industry 


 The interlocking histories of labor and neighborhoods 
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  Each of these themes is discussed below. 


 The clear boundary of deep-water access 


A first theme that ties together Potrero Point’s historical development is the reliance of its 


industries on deepwater frontage and Pacific Ocean links.  Indeed, on three sides, the water line 


defines the district very clearly: to the north, the slips and dry docks of the Union Iron Works 


(now Pier 70); to the east, before 1904, the wharves of the Pacific Rolling Mill steel plant (and, 


after 1904, an extension of the Union Iron Works) and also on the east, the coal docks of what 


became the PG&E site; to the southeast, the wharves of the Western Sugar company.  To the 


west, the rail lines of Third Street form a logical fourth boundary of the Potrero Point historic 


district.  


 The links between Potrero’s famous industrialists.  


 A second theme linking Potrero Point into a single historic district is the small group of 


famous California capitalists who developed the area through both formal and informal 


associations.  In his masterful book, Imperial San Francisco, Gray Brechin shows how closely-


interlocked families have directed San Francisco’s business empires.  The details are 


complicated, but at Potrero Point the workings of these interlocking families is particularly 


striking and important.   


The first big name to arrive was James Fair (whose daughters memorialized their father 


with the Fairmont Hotel); in 1866 he established the Pacific Rolling Mills on the middle third of 


Potrero Point.  In 1881, to process raw sugar from his Hawaiian sugar plantations (his family 


owned most of the island of Maui), Claus Spreckles established his San Francisco sugar refinery 


on the southern third of Potrero Point.  Two years later, the owners of the Union Iron Works 


moved their entire operation from the South of Market to the northern third of Potrero Point.  


The major families behind the Union Iron Works in the nineteenth century were two sets of 


brothers, the Donahues and the Scotts.  The profits and products of the early Union Iron Works 


(first located in the South of Market area) had fueled Peter Donahue’s founding of the San 


Francisco Gas and Electric Company (later PG&E).  By 1883 the Union Iron Works was 


controlled by Irving Murray Scott and his banker-brother, Henry Tiffany Scott (who sold the 


Iron Works in 1904 and with those profits took over control of Pacific Telephone and 


Telegraph).  Although Peter Donahue died in 1885, family ties remained: Henry Scott’s daughter 


married into Peter Donahue’s extended family.  The Scotts and the Rolling Mills owners were 


clearly on friendly terms, too.  In 1880, Irving Scott co-planned major expansions of the Rolling 
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Mills with its then head, Patrick Noble.  The Scotts were major buyers of the Rolling Mill’s steel, 


and the only railroad route into the steel mill ran directly through the middle of the Union Iron 


Works.   


After the turn of the century, Potrero Point’s industrialist ties became even more 


interwoven.  In 1901 Spreckles built his huge Station A power plant, which he quickly sold to 


San Francisco Gas and Electric.  As late as 1913, Sanborn Maps show PG&E facilities built on 


the present-day site of one of the Spreckles sugar warehouses; at several points in the southern 


third of Potrero Point, PG&E tanks and sugar plant tanks stood side by side on the same lots.  


Meanwhile, in the 1890s, the warships built by Irving Scott had been instrumental in winning the 


Spanish-American war in the Philippines, which in turn opened the Philippines for Spreckles to 


establish even more sugar plantations.  Spreckles brought his raw sugar to San Francisco Bay on 


his own fleet of ships, at least some of which were built by his business colleagues and neighbors 


over at the Union Iron Works.   


Not surprisingly, given the interlocking genesis of the industries on Potrero Point, the 


waves of development and years of historical significance for the remaining elements of the 


sugar plant, ship yard, gas works, and electrical plant closely coincide, from the 1880s to the 


1940s (with the power plant period of historical significance being from 1901 to 1949).  


 Development of a single-use district for heavy industry 


A third theme linking all of Potrero Point is the coordinated transformation, over a single 


generation, of the entire peninsula into a large single-use industrial area for heavy and polluting 


industry—all this, decades before legal zoning was adopted in the United States as a method for 


solving land-use conflicts between industrial, residential, and retail areas.  As part of their 


investment strategies, all of the factory owner-developers active in Potrero Point were also very 


active railroad and mining investors and real estate developers.   


Some combination of Potrero’s industrial leaders worked diligently (and probably 


secretly, under various aliases) to assemble over one hundred nineteenth-century lots and 


privately-owned wooden cottages, row houses, rooming houses, and saloons in four blocks on 


the west side of the district (between 20th, Michigan, and 22nd streets and what is today known as 


Third Street).  Over 70 of the 100 parcels were east of Michigan street, many on top of Irish Hill.  


Industrialists saw the hill itself as an obstacle, and worked for decades to blast away as much of 


it as possible.  The industrialists didn’t want the kind of crowding and mixed land uses they had 


to contend with in older areas like San Francisco’s South of Market or North Waterfront.  
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Residential and retail neighbors complained about noise and pollution and impeded industrial 


expansion.  Eradicating Irish hill and the mixed-use blocks along the western side of the district 


was also clearly motivated by the industrialists’ wish to close down as many as possible of the 


working people’s saloons, which were union hotbeds and always (union or not) zones of 


opposition to management.  Before 1900, over 30 saloons crowded the blocks adjacent to the 


gates of the Union Iron Works, PG&E and Western Sugar.   


During World War I, the peninsula’s major landowners completed their conversion of the 


west side of the district to industrial uses.  The largest user of the new large industrial plots was 


the Pacific Factory of American Can Company, which still occupies an entire city block.  On part 


of another cleared block, PG&E built a warehouse; on yet another cleared block, the Union Iron 


Works built a parking lot for white collar workers.  These actions portray the active and 


cooperative roles of PG&E and the Union Iron Works in shaping the land use of the whole 


district.   


Another unifying aspect of the historical development of Potrero Point is its ecological 


history, in particular the soil pollution resulting from the concentration of heavy, polluting 


industries.  The seepage of ground pollution certainly has not been confined to any one parcel of 


land, and ironically--by retarding development—toxic wastes have helped to preserve the 


peninsula’s industrial heritage.   


 The interlocking histories of labor and neighborhoods.  


Although industrialists fought to eliminate conflicting residential land-uses, before 1945 


blue-collar workers sought to live within close walking distance of multiple places of 


employment.  Potrero Point’s labor history is thus closely related to the residential 


neighborhoods of Irish Hill (while it lasted), Dogpatch, and Potrero Hill.   


Quite literally, the human lives of workers knit together the Potrero Point district even 


more than the interlocking directorates of its factory owners.  The members of one family would 


have people working at multiple sites on Potrero Point: older men working skilled jobs at the 


shipyard; younger men and new immigrant boarders working as unskilled day laborers wherever 


they could, most often at the warehouses and at the dirtiest and toughest jobs throughout the 


peninsula; women and children at the cannery, and cooking and serving at the many cheap 


eateries and saloons.  So too, the single residents of the area’s numerous commercial rooming 


houses and cheap lodging houses (most with saloons and lunch counters on their ground floor) 
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needed many different workplaces nearby; when work in one place was scarce,workers moved 


on to the next employer on Potrero Point.   


Question 7: What is the national significance of the Potrero Point industrial district? 


Response7: First, it is important to stress that Potrero Point’s present-day set of 


machine shops, foundries, shipyards, gas and power plants, cannery, and sugar warehouses—


mostly built before 1930--are nationally significant simply because they survive (especially those 


structures that predate the 1906 earthquake), and survive in an accessible location.  Thirty years 


ago these sites were not particularly rare; today, they are.  They stand in a place where people 


can easily visit them; they only lack stabilization and interpretation.  Had I been hired to evaluate 


Station A, I would have rated it as clearly significant.  Even with the rear half (not visible from 


the street) removed, a six-story-tall brick building over 400 feet long--especially a pre-1906 


structure in San Francisco--is a significant landscape feature.   


The Potrero Point district is one of the best places in California to tell the essential early 


chapters of the story of Western urban industry as part of mining history and as part of American 


industrial history in general.  The Union Iron Works produced 90 per cent of the machinery used 


in the Comstock lode, and through the early 1900s continued to produce machinery essential for 


mining throughout the West.  The sugar plant and PG&E remnants contribute to the history of 


California’s industry. The cannery is an important historical site for San Francisco’s women’s 


labor history.  Western industrial history is very little studied, and woefully under-represented in 


American history.  The West is more than ranching, mining, and oil drilling.  California is much 


more than gold, oranges, the Beach Boys, and movie-making.  We need to preserve and interpret 


industrial historical sites to make this clear.   


Potrero Point’s historical sites share nationally significant links to production support for 


the Spanish American War, World War I, and World War II.  With up to 5,000 people employed 


in the war production surges, the Union Iron Works was, by far, San Francisco’s largest 


industrial employer.  But war themes apply not only to the Union Iron Works but also to the 


industrialists behind PG&E and Western Sugar, who actively promoted war involvement to 


boost local demand and prices during military build-ups.  The wave of electrical appliance 


promotion for American homes in the early 1920s was due to the overproduction of wartime 


electrical capacity.   


The sugar warehouses and the Union Iron Works also stand as nationally significant 


reminders of San Francisco’s central role in American commercial and military domination of 
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the Pacific rim since the 1880s.  Those humble sugar warehouses are modest but tangible 


reminders of the long-distance Pacific rim economy of the 1880s, where laborers as well as raw 


materials were brought from Hawaii and the Philippines.  Coal for the gas works came from 


Australia and Wales as well as Washington state and British Columbia.  Gray Brechin, 


especially, has helped us understand how these sites symbolize California’s private-industry 


reliance on U.S. military contracts and on Pacific Rim imperialism.   


Most importantly, the surviving sites on Potrero Point are nationally significant especially 


as a remarkably preserved ensemble of early heavy industrial plants in a single-use industrial 


district, one of the few such well preserved districts on the West Coast.  The cannery, historic 


PG&E structures, sugar warehouses, the rail corridors, and even the remaining bit of Irish Hill all 


provide important context—integrity of setting and feeling--for the Union Iron Works.  The 


juxtaposition of Dogpatch and Potrero Hill are also important contributors.  The American West 


has other early individual industrial sites and other blue-collar residential districts.  However, 


Potrero Point’s juxtaposition of a large, integrated set of industrial workplaces—established 20 


years before zoning makes such combinations a required pattern—next to intact nineteenth-


century housing districts is highly signficant, not just for San Francisco history but for the history 


of all California. 


Admittedly, we may not like telling stories of backroom business collusion, low wages, 


poverty, pollution, war mongering, and imperialism.  Nonetheless, Americans need to know and 


understand these stories as well as the more positive stories of the innovation and leadership of 


the important industrial leaders who shaped industry and urban development in Northern 


California and the Western United States.  The ensemble of sites on Potrero Point, and the 


interlocking great fortunes and labor histories behind them, present one of the best and most 


significant remaining places in California to tell such stories.  


Question 9: Does this complete your testimony? 


Response 9: Yes it does.  Thank you. 


I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 


Executed on July __, 2002 


_____________________________ 


Paul Groth 
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Appendix A:  Key Sources Relating to Paul Groth’s Prepared Testimony 


 


Adams, George R. [Director, Historic Landmarks Project, American Association for State and 
Local History, Nashville, Tennessee] “National Register of Historic Places Inventory 
for the San Francisco Yard, Bethlehem Steel, Shipbuilding Division,” [my copy is 
dated June 1978, and shows no action taken by the California SHPO; see also 
Malone 1988].  


Adler, Jacob.  Claus Spreckels: The Sugar King in Hawaii (Honolulu: University of Hawaii 
Press, 1966).  


Brechin, Gray.  Imperial San Francisco: Urban Power, Earthly Ruin (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1999). 
  Brechin devotes an entire chapter (pp. 121-170) to the Scott brothers and 
Union Iron Works.  See also pp. 249-264.   


Coleman, Charles M.  PG&E of California: The Centennial Story of Pacific Gas and Electric 
1852-1952 (New York: McGraw Hill, 1952).  


Corona, Al.  “City Treasure Grew Up in a Village called the Potrero,” San Francisco Examiner 
(September 8, 2000).  


Eichner, Alfred S. The Emergence of Oligopoly: Sugar Refining as a Case Study (Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins Press, 1969).  


Fitzhamon, E. G., “The Potrero,” San Francisco Chronicle (September 14, 1928).  


Groth, Paul. "Making the System First: Engineering Cultural Change in Twentieth-Century 
Factory Complexes," paper for the American Studies Association Meetings, New 
York City, November 1987.  


Groth, Paul. "Factory and Home: Engineering a New Architectural Order," National Museum of 
American History, Smithsonian Institution, Washington DC, February 1988.  


Groth, Paul.  Living Downtown: The History of Residential Hotels in the United States 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994; paperback edition, 1998; electronic 
edition, netLibrary, 2001).  


Groth, Paul. "San Francisco's Third and Howard Streets: Skid Row and the Limits of 
Architecture," in Diane Favro, Zeynip Celik, and Richard Ingersoll, eds., Streets of 
the World: Critical Perspectives on Public Space (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1994), pp. 23-34. 


Groth, Paul. "Generic Buildings and Cultural Landscapes as Sources of Urban History,"  The 
Journal of Architectural Education 41:3 (1988), Special Issue on Urban History in 
the 1980s, Diane Favro and Zeynep Celik, eds., pp. 41-44. 


Groth, Paul. "Values and Challenges of Ordinary Cultural Landscapes," Keynote presentation for 
National Park Service, Landscape Preservation Workshop, Point Reyes National 
Seashore.  July 1993.   
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Groth, Paul. “Social Connections as Clues to Cultural Landscape Health,” keynote lecture, 
American Landscape Lecture Series, Graduate School of Design, Harvard 
University, February 1997.  


Groth, Paul. "Workers Houses in West Oakland" (co-authored with Marta Gutman), in Suzanne 
Stewart and Mary Praetzellis, eds., Sights and Sounds: Essays in Celebration of West 


Oakland (report for the Cypress I-880 Replacement Project, California Department 
of Transportation, CALTRANS, with the Anthropological Studies Center, Sonoma 
State University, 1997), pp. 31-84, with 32 photos and 21 measured drawings.   


Groth, Paul. "Rooming and Boarding in West Oakland," in Suzanne Stewart and Mary 
Praetzellis, eds., Sights and Sounds: Essays in Celebration of West Oakland (report 
for the Cypress I-880 Replacement Project, California Department of Transportation, 
CALTRANS, with the Anthropological Studies Center, Sonoma State University, 
1997), pp. 85-112. 


Groth, Paul. “A Profile of West Oakland Work in 1952,” in Suzanne Stewart and Mary 
Praetzellis, eds., Sights and Sounds: Essays in Celebration of West Oakland (report 
for the Cypress I-880 Replacement Project, California Department of Transportation, 
CALTRANS, with the Anthropological Studies Center, Sonoma State University, 
1997), pp. 211-222. 


Groth, Paul. “Factories In the Survey of Everyday Architecture,” invited paper for methods 
session, Vernacular Architecture Forum annual meeting, Columbus, Georgia, May 
1999. 


Groth Paul. “Connecting Ordinary Homes, Workplaces, and Public Realms: A ‘Profession of 
Faith’ about the Practice of Urban Architectural History,” for closed symposium, 
“Paris and Chicago: Parallels Morphological and Conceptual,” Northwestern 
University, Evanston, Illinois, September 2000. 


Groth, Paul. “Morphology as Cultural Distinction: Workers’ Cottage and Minimal Bungalow 
Districts in Northern California, 1870-1945,” paper for session, “American 
Morphology,” at 2001 Biennial Conference of the International Seminar on Urban 
Form, Cincinnati, Ohio, September 2001. 


Groth, Paul. “From Workers’ Cottages to Blue Collar Bungalows: Cultural Connections inside 
California Factories and Homes,” Colloquium Series, Department of Geography, 
University of California, Los Angeles, May, 2001.    


Groth, Paul. “Morphology as Cultural Distinction: Workers’ Cottages and Minimal Bungalow 
Districts in Oakland, California,” MS under consideration (requested by editors) for 
Urban Morphology, the journal of the International Seminar on Urban Form.  


Hill, Ward, and Laurence H. Shoup.  “Historic Architecture Report: Station A, Potrero Power 
Plant, in the City and County of San Francisco.”  (San Francisco: Dames and Moore 
[now URS, United Research Sciences], December 1999.   


Malone, Jonathan.  Draft Case Reports [for the San Francisco Landmark Preservation Advisory 
Board] for the Union Iron Works Main Office Building, Powerhouse, brick Office 
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Building, and Machine Shop. (San Francisco: [Department of City Planning?], 
January 14, 1988.  


Reinoehl, Gary, and Roger Mason.  “Cultural Resources: Testimony of Gary Reinoehl and Roger 
Mason,” (San Francisco: Mirant Corporation, February 13, 2002): 5.4-1 to 5.4-38.  


Ryder, David W.  Men of Rope: The History of the Tubbs Cordage Company (San Francisco: 
Historical Publications, 1954).   


Sanborn Map Company.  Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps of San Francisco, editions of ca. 1886, 
1899, 1913, 1948.  


San Francisco Bethlehem Steel Company Shipbuilding Division.  A Century of Progress, 1849-
1949.  (San Francisco: San Francisco Bethlehem Steel Company Shipbuilding 
Division, 1949).  


Teiser, Ruth.  “The Charleston: An Industrial Milestone,” California Historical Quarterly 25, 1 
(March 1946). 
  Teiser is a good source on Irving Scott’s role in the Pacific Rolling Mills 
and in the Union Iron Works. 


Wahrheit, Virginia.  “Factory and Myth: The Union Iron Works, 1849-1905.”  Unpublished 
research paper, Department of Architecture, Fall 1986).  


Wirth Associates, Inc.  Potrero 7: Phase I: Cultural Resources Overview and Inventory (San 
Diego: Wirth Associates, March, 1979). 
  Although early, this is a thoughtfully prepared study.  It has an excellent 
bibliography on pp. 122-156.  See especially pp. 88-98, appendixes A-3 and A-8 
through A-16.   
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Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131
 

 

*** PRESS RELEASE ***
MAYOR LONDON BREED APPOINTS

JOSHUA ARCE AND KAT DANIEL TO LEAD JOB TRAINING
AND WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS

Arce to serve as Director and Daniel to serve as Deputy Director of Workforce Development
Division

 
San Francisco, CA— Mayor London N. Breed today announced two appointments to the
Office of Economic and Workforce Development (OEWD), naming Joshua Arce as the
Director of Workforce Development and Kat Daniel as Deputy Director of Workforce
Development. Arce and Daniel bring extensive experience in government and labor relations
to their new roles, joining a diverse staff in OEWD.
 
“I am proud to appoint Joshua Arce and Kat Daniel as Director and Deputy Director of the
Workforce Development Division,” said Mayor Breed. “Their experience, expertise, and
strong community relationships will ensure San Francisco continues to be at the forefront of
preparing our workforce for the jobs of today and tomorrow.”
 
In their new roles, Arce and Daniel will be responsible for increasing opportunities for San
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


Friday, August 17, 2018 


Contact: Mayor’s Office of Communications, 415-554-6131 
 


 


*** PRESS RELEASE *** 


MAYOR LONDON BREED APPOINTS  


JOSHUA ARCE AND KAT DANIEL TO LEAD JOB TRAINING 


AND WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS 
Arce to serve as Director and Daniel to serve as Deputy Director of Workforce Development 


Division 


 


San Francisco, CA— Mayor London N. Breed today announced two appointments to the Office of 


Economic and Workforce Development (OEWD), naming Joshua Arce as the Director of 


Workforce Development and Kat Daniel as Deputy Director of Workforce Development. Arce and 


Daniel bring extensive experience in government and labor relations to their new roles, joining a 


diverse staff in OEWD. 


 


“I am proud to appoint Joshua Arce and Kat Daniel as Director and Deputy Director of the 


Workforce Development Division,” said Mayor Breed. “Their experience, expertise, and strong 


community relationships will ensure San Francisco continues to be at the forefront of preparing our 


workforce for the jobs of today and tomorrow.” 


 


In their new roles, Arce and Daniel will be responsible for increasing opportunities for San 


Francisco’s underserved communities. They will oversee the City’s workforce academy programs, 


which train individuals for well-paying jobs in San Francisco’s leading industry sectors, including 


construction, hospitality, healthcare, and technology. 


 


Arce has served as Director of CityBuild in OEWD since September 2017, leading the landmark 


construction job training program in its largest-ever expansion. Arce helped establish the 


CityBuild-Gleneagles Academy in Visitacion Valley to create construction labor job 


opportunities for public housing residents and members of at-risk communities. Under his 


leadership, CityBuild also renewed training partnerships with the Golden State Warriors and JP 


Morgan Chase that will continue to increase CityBuild participants and graduates. 


 


Prior to joining OEWD, Arce spent 15 years as a civil rights attorney and labor representative, 


working with community members to improve employment, housing, and environmental 


conditions in economically disadvantaged neighborhoods. From 2013 to 2017, he served as a 


community liaison for the 5,500-member Laborers’ Union Local 261, managing an array of 


training programs and initiatives. 


 


"Despite record low unemployment, San Franciscans are still looking for work, struggling to make 


ends meet or facing barriers to employment such as experience with the justice system or limited 


English skills, said Joshua Arce, Director Of Workforce Development. “I'm excited to lead our 
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team and collaborate with our community and labor partners to deliver on the Mayor Breed’s vision 


of leaving no San Franciscan behind when it comes to job opportunities created in this economic 


boom.” 


 


Daniel joined the Office of Economic and Workforce Development in 2015. She has overseen an 


increase of $2 million in the budget for workforce services and developed OEWD’s non-


construction sector programs to include stronger pathways to middle income jobs, including hotel 


training, technology apprenticeships and medical technician occupations. 


 


Prior to working at OEWD, Daniel served as Senior Deputy Commissioner of Labor for Suffolk 


County in Long Island, where she headed initiatives to increase participation of both un-


represented and under-represented communities in the design and development of government 


services. She previously worked in San Francisco for Green For All, a national advocacy 


organization building strategic partnerships to ensure that vulnerable communities had access to 


the career pathways created by the green economy. There she convened leading practitioners 


from across the country to develop effective workforce development programs in response to the 


Green Jobs Act and the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act.  


 


“I look forward to this opportunity to partner with the dedicated community based workforce 


providers that deliver services to the communities who need them most,” said Kat Daniel, 


Deputy Director of Workforce Development. “Together, with our fellow City departments, we 


will build out strong career pathways and responsive workforce programs to support our most 


vulnerable San Franciscans and harness the power of our City's economy.”  


 


The Workforce Development Division of OEWD coordinates the San Francisco Workforce 


Development System, a network of public, private, and nonprofit service providers that serve San 


Francisco job seekers and employers. The Division is responsible for connecting job seekers with 


employment opportunities in growing industries. It conducts industry aligned job training and 


placement assistance at community based neighborhood access points throughout the City, to help 


provide employers with skilled workers. 


 


Arce will report to Joaquin Torres, who was named Director of OEWD by Mayor Breed earlier this 


month. 


 


“Joshua Arce and Kat Daniel bring the leadership, program development, and policy skills 


necessary to strengthen the pathways to opportunities that today’s economy provides,” said Joaquín 


Torres, Director of the Office of Economic and Workforce Development. “Their commitment to 


equity and inclusion outcomes will greatly benefit the diverse communities—who still face barriers 


to opportunity—that OEWD seeks to serve.” 


 


Daniel has a Master’s in City Planning from UC Berkeley with a concentration on Economic and 


Community Development.  


 


Arce is the grandson of immigrant farmworkers from Mexico and the first member of his family 


to go college, earning an undergraduate degree from the University of California, Los Angeles 
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and law degree from University of California, Hastings College of the Law. He and his wife Lisa 


Weissman-Ward, a supervising attorney and lecturer at the Stanford Law School Immigrants’ 


Rights Clinic, live in the Mission District with their two sons, Desmond and Lennon Sebastián. 
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Francisco’s underserved communities. They will oversee the City’s workforce academy
programs, which train individuals for well-paying jobs in San Francisco’s leading industry
sectors, including construction, hospitality, healthcare, and technology.
 
Arce has served as Director of CityBuild in OEWD since September 2017, leading the
landmark construction job training program in its largest-ever expansion. Arce helped
establish the CityBuild-Gleneagles Academy in Visitacion Valley to create construction labor
job opportunities for public housing residents and members of at-risk communities. Under his
leadership, CityBuild also renewed training partnerships with the Golden State Warriors and
JP Morgan Chase that will continue to increase CityBuild participants and graduates.

Prior to joining OEWD, Arce spent 15 years as a civil rights attorney and labor representative,
working with community members to improve employment, housing, and environmental
conditions in economically disadvantaged neighborhoods. From 2013 to 2017, he served as a
community liaison for the 5,500-member Laborers’ Union Local 261, managing an array of
training programs and initiatives.
 
"Despite record low unemployment, San Franciscans are still looking for work, struggling to
make ends meet or facing barriers to employment such as experience with the justice system
or limited English skills, said Joshua Arce, Director Of Workforce Development. “I'm excited
to lead our team and collaborate with our community and labor partners to deliver on the
Mayor Breed’s vision of leaving no San Franciscan behind when it comes to job opportunities
created in this economic boom.”
 
Daniel joined the Office of Economic and Workforce Development in 2015. She has overseen
an increase of $2 million in the budget for workforce services and developed OEWD’s non-
construction sector programs to include stronger pathways to middle income jobs, including
hotel training, technology apprenticeships and medical technician occupations.
 
Prior to working at OEWD, Daniel served as Senior Deputy Commissioner of Labor for
Suffolk County in Long Island, where she headed initiatives to increase participation of both
un-represented and under-represented communities in the design and development of
government services. She previously worked in San Francisco for Green For All, a national
advocacy organization building strategic partnerships to ensure that vulnerable communities
had access to the career pathways created by the green economy. There she convened leading
practitioners from across the country to develop effective workforce development programs in
response to the Green Jobs Act and the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act.
 
“I look forward to this opportunity to partner with the dedicated community based workforce
providers that deliver services to the communities who need them most,” said Kat Daniel,
Deputy Director of Workforce Development. “Together, with our fellow City departments, we
will build out strong career pathways and responsive workforce programs to support our most
vulnerable San Franciscans and harness the power of our City's economy.” 
 
The Workforce Development Division of OEWD coordinates the San Francisco Workforce
Development System, a network of public, private, and nonprofit service providers that serve
San Francisco job seekers and employers. The Division is responsible for connecting job
seekers with employment opportunities in growing industries. It conducts industry aligned job
training and placement assistance at community based neighborhood access points throughout
the City, to help provide employers with skilled workers.



 
Arce will report to Joaquin Torres, who was named Director of OEWD by Mayor Breed
earlier this month.
 
“Joshua Arce and Kat Daniel bring the leadership, program development, and policy skills
necessary to strengthen the pathways to opportunities that today’s economy provides,” said
Joaquín Torres, Director of the Office of Economic and Workforce Development. “Their
commitment to equity and inclusion outcomes will greatly benefit the diverse communities—
who still face barriers to opportunity—that OEWD seeks to serve.”
 
Daniel has a Master’s in City Planning from UC Berkeley with a concentration on Economic
and Community Development.
 
Arce is the grandson of immigrant farmworkers from Mexico and the first member of his
family to go college, earning an undergraduate degree from the University of California, Los
Angeles and law degree from University of California, Hastings College of the Law. He and
his wife Lisa Weissman-Ward, a supervising attorney and lecturer at the Stanford Law School
Immigrants’ Rights Clinic, live in the Mission District with their two sons, Desmond and
Lennon Sebastián.
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aidlin darling 500 third street
suite 410
san francisco, ca 94107

www.aidlindarlingdesign.com
415 974 0849
415 974 5603

August 2l , 2018

Jonas P. lonin, Commission Secretary
San Francisco Historic Preservation Commission
San Francisco Planning Department
1650 Mission St., Suite 400
San Francisco, Ca 94103

RECEIVED

AUG 13 7018
CITY &COUNTY OF S.F.PLANNING DEPARTMENT

CPC/HPC

RE: 1348 South Van Ness Ave., (Block #6518, Lot#006), CoA App.#2018-000571

Dear Mr. Ionin,

We have been working in earnest with our assigned Historic Planners, Natalia
K~viatko~vska, Rebecca Salgado, her supervisor Tim Frye, and ARG on the above
mentioned project since October of 2017. We are confident that eve have succesfully
worked through most of the issues, but feel eve may have reached an empasse given
their recent lack of response. We remain motivated to wank with them to resolve any
lingering issues and obtain a favorable staff report, but feel that requesting a hearing is
now our best course of action given the nearly two months that have passed since eve
last heard from them.

For this reason, and given our belief that our proposed project sufficiently meets the
Secretary of Interiors Standards eve would like to formally request that our application
be heard by both the ARC and HPC as soon as the calendar would allow.

Please let us know what we need to do to petition the Commission for a hearing. Your
help in expediting this matter is much appreciated.

Sincerel ~,

David Darling, AIA, IIDA, Aidlin Darling esign

CC: Tim Fr}e, San Francisco Historic Preservation Officer;
Rebecca Salsado, San Francisco Historic Preser~~ation Planner.
John Rahaim. Director of SE= Plannins
.le(1~ Joslin. Director of Cw-rent Ylannin~
Ecl~~~~rd Fenster, O~~~ner/Applicant


